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CHAPTER

V.

Of excommunication and deprivation of Princes for
heresy and falling from the faith; specially of wars
for religion; and of the office and zeal of priests of
the old and new law in such cases.

PRINCES being not subject to superiors temporal,
nor patient of correction or controlment by their
inferiors, may easily fall to grevious disorders,
which must tend to the danger and ruin of whole
countries.

In respect whereof great spirit, power, courage,
and freedom of speech have been from the begin-

ning granted by God, as well ordinary to

priests,

as extraordinary to some prophets and religious
persons in all ages and times, both of the New and

Old Testament.
So by God's great providence (who by His
prophet warned kings to take discipline, and to

Him in fear, lest in His ire He should suffer
to fall to iniquity) the first kings of his peculiar people had lightly some prophets or priests in

serve

them

manner

from time to time
were by office, with

as overseers, that might

charge them boldly, and as

it

their enormities, and namely with their fall from
faith and the God of their fathers, to denounce His

and execute the same upon them,
need so required. Which ministers
of their Lord God all godly princes did hear,
honour and obey; as contrariwise the kings that
VOL. II.
B
threatenings, yea
at

sometimes

if
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were wicked and disloyal to God have ever sought
cruelly their death and destruction, that so their
wickedness might pass without oontrolment.
first temporal king that ever the Jews
God's peculiar people) had, though
then
(being
chosen and inspired by God, was for all that led

Saul, the

and directed by Samuel

so long as he was in order.
But afterwards for aspiring to spiritual function,
and other disobedience, was by God's appointment

and sentence (pronounced by the said Samuel) deposed of his kingdom, and another named David
anointed by him.
Which Saul now after his deit were, his excommunication
was
invaded
by Samuel,
by an evil spirit that provoked him to kill not only David, that was now
made the rightful owner of his crown, but also to

privation, or after, as

seek for Samuel's death

;

yea,

and

to

command

all

the holy priests of Nobe (four score and five in
number, as Holy Scripture recounteth) to be slain

and murdered in most pitiful wise, as traitors to
him, and favourers of David the competitor of his
kingdom. And so it was done at last though at
;

the beginning his guard refused to execute so vile
and horrible an act ; and in this sort he remained

enemy many years against God and Samuel, and
kept the kingdom by tyrranical force notwithstanding his deposition.
David, nevertheless, in whom was the right of
the crown, was lawfully up in arms, with one of the
principal priests whose name was Abiathar, that
escaped the foresaid murder not of such power as
;

the pretenced king was;

till

at length the usurper
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(whom, as St. Augustine deduceth, he might lawin
fully have killed, but would not) being slain
of
battle, David obtained his right, first of a part
the kingdom, and afterwards of all the rest which
Isboseth did for two years, by the pretended right
;

of Saul his father, usurp.

By which it is plain that the priests and prophets
of God, being the executors o'f his sentences and
rule of the people in such doubtful and partial times
of variety for claim and competency, are most subject to the hatred of usurpers, as also to death and
clanger for the same.
You
Israel,

see in what sort also Jeroboam, king of
special prophet sent to him to de-

had a

nounce the intended judgtnents of God against him
his posterity, for his schism and separation of
his people from the old ancient true worship of
God in Jerusalem, and for erecting of a new altar
in Bethel (in which all schism and division from the
Apostolic See is properly pre-figured), and for
creating of a wicked clergy out of Aaron's order I

and

;

mean new, hungry,

base,

and inordered

priests (the

pattern of heretical ministers) thrust up, out of the
array and orderly succession and creation of Apostolic

priesthood

;

a crime so highly afterward both

him and

his stock (according to God's former
denunciation) revenged, that none of his house was

in

Yet he fondly sought to apprehend the man
to kill him for bringing this news,
which he accounted high treason against his reOzias also, or Usia, king of Juda, puffed
gality.
left.

of

God and

up with intolerable pride

(as the Scripture sayeth)
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and not contented with

his kingly sovereignty, but

and priestly function,
presuming
was valiantly by Azarias and four score priests with
him assailed, and thrust out of the Temple by force.
At what time, for that he threatened the priests of
God arid resisted them with violence, he was
to execute spiritual

stricken with a filthy leprosy, and so not only thrust
out of the Temple, but by their authority, severed

from all company of men (a special figure of
the priests' power to excommunicate for heresy as
well princes as others, in the new law) ; and
also

finally the regiment of his kingdom was committed
to his son.
clear example that priests may use

A

arms, and
it

may

repress impiety by forcible way, where
serve to the preservation of religion and the

honour of God.
But the office and zeal of good

recommended unto us
wicked Queen Athalia.

priests is notably
the deposition of the
She, to obtain the crown

in

after Ochozias, killed all his children; only one,
which by a certain good woman's piety was secretly

withdrawn from the massacre, saved and brought
up within the Temple for seven years' space. All
which time the said Queen usurped the kingdom;
till at length Joiada, the
high priest, by opportunity
called to him forces both of the priests and people,
proclaimed the right heir that was in his custody,
anointed and crowned him King, and caused immediately the pretended Queen (notwithstanding
she cried treason, treason, as not only just possessors
but wicked usurpers use to do) to be slain with her
fautors at her own court gate.
Thus do priests
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deal and judge for the innocent and lawful princes
(when time requireth) much to their honour, and

agreeable to their holy calling.
'No man can be ignorant how stoutly Elias (being
sought to death by Achab and his queen Jezabel
that overthrew holy altars, and murdered all the
true religious that could be found in their land)
told them to their face that not he or other men of

God whom they persecuted, but they and their
house were the disturbers of Israel; and slew in
his zeal all the said Jezabel's false prophets, fostered at her table, even four hundred at one time ;
and so set up holy altars again. How he handled
the idolatrous king Ochozias, his captains and

messengers, wasting them and a hundred of their
by fire from heaven ; till the third captain was
forced to humble himeslf upon his knees unto him.

train

How he had commission to anoint Hazael, king
of Syria, Eliseus, a prophet for himself, and Jehu,
king of Israel, and so to put down the son and
whole house of Achab; which thereby lost all the
title and right to the kingdom for ever.
This prophet and his successor Eliseus were so
famous in this service of God for the chastisement
of irreligious princes that in holy Writ it is thus
"
said of the former:
He cast down kings, destroyed them, and plucked the honourable from
"
their seats.
And of the second, in the same place
"
that he never feared prince, nor could be overcome by any." And in another place: " Whosoever escapeth the sword of Jehu, the sword of
:

Eliseus shall slay him."
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holy Scriptures we see,
and lawfully created kings may

By which examples of
first

:

that anointed

be deposed; secondly: for what causes they were
deprived; thirdly, that as in the creation and consecration of kings, so also in their deprivation, God
used the ministry of priests and prophets, as either
ordinary pr extraordinary judges or executors of
His will towards them.
For though neither these priests nor prophets
were superiors to their own kings or sovereigns in
their temporal states and regiments; nor lords or
masters of their crowns and kingdoms ; yet for that
they held their dignities and sovereign authorities
of God, and were bound to occupy and use the
same, with what forces soever they had, to the advancement of His religion, and to the true worship
and honour of their supreme Lord and Master as
also to the benefit and preservation of His people
in faith and fear of Him
the priests and prophets
(that then had the principal and direct charge of
men's souls and religion, and were in spiritual
matters superiors to their own princes) rightly opposed themselves in all such actions as tended to
the dishonour of God, destruction of religion, and
to the notorious damage of the souls of them over
whom they did reign; and in the behalf of God,
executed justice upon such as contrary to their
;

;

and first institution abused their sovereign power, to the destruction of true religion, and
advancement of idolatry, heresy, or such like abomiIn which cases, and all other doubts and
nation.
differences betwixt one man and another, or be-

obligation
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twixt prince and people, that priests, and namely
the high priest should be the arbiter and judge, and
the interpreter of God's will towards His people, is
most consonant both to nature, reason, the use of
all nations,

and

to the express Scriptures.

law thus we read Si difficile
indicium esse prospexeris
ambiguum apud
et
inter sanguinem
sanguinem, causam et causam,
non
lepram" etc. If thou foresee the
lepram et
be
hard and ambiguous betwixt blood
judgment to
and blood, cause and cause, leprosy or no leprosy,
and find variety of sentences among the judges at
home, rise and go up to the place which the Lord
thy God shall choose, and thou shalt come to the
priests of Levi's stock, and to the judge that shall
be for the time; thou shalt ask of them, and they
will judge according to the truth of judgment and
thou shalt do whatsoever they say that have the rule
of the place which God shall choose, and shall teach
them according to his law; thou shalt not decline
neither to the right hand nor left. And if any shall
be so proud as not to obey the commandment of
the priest that shall for that time minister unto the
Lord thy God, by the sentence of the judge let that
man die, and so thou shalt remove evil from Israel,

For

in God's sacred

:

te

et

;

and

all

the people hearing shall fear

and take heed,

that hereafter they wax not proud."
Thus far in the holy text, generally without all
exception, subjecting in cases of such doubts as are
recited, all degrees of faithful men, no less kings
than others, to the priests' resolution.
Yea, im-

mediately order

is

given

how

their kings (which yet
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were not when that was written, but afterwards by
motion to be created) should be elected that
none could be chosen to rule over them, being the
people of God, that were not true believers and
worshippers of him, according to the ceremonies of
their

;

and religion. Which laws they might
not take, make, or moderate themselves, but receive
of the priests of the Levitical tribe; and thereby
learn to fear God and keep his words and ceretheir laws

monies; expressly also appointing and warning
them, or as it were covenanting with them and him
whom they should create or have for their king,
that he should not against God's express commandment, bring back at any time his people into Egypt,
that is to say, from the liberty of his faith and true
service, to the bondage of idolatry and false religion.

Which

condition was afterwards to be implied in
the receiving of any king over the people of God

and

true believers for ever, viz: that they should
not reduce their people by force or otherwise from
the faith of their forefathers, and the religion and

holy ceremonies thereof, received at the hands of
God's priests and none other: insinuating that, observing these precepts and conditions, he and his
son after him might long reign ; otherwise, as by the
practice of their deposition in the books and time

afterwards appeareth (whereof we
have set down some examples before) the prophets
and priests that anointed them, of no other condition but to keep and maintain the honour of God
and His true worship, deprived them again when
of the kings

it
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they brake with their Lord, and fell to strange gods,
and forced their people to do the like.
And this it was in the Old Law. But now in the
New Testament, and in the time of Christ's spiritual

kingdom

in the Church, priests

and
sovereign
and
to
love,
obey,
charge
authority,

have much more

princes far more strict
cherish the Church; of
"

which Church it was said by prophecy:
Kings
"
be thy foster fathers, and queens thy nurses

shall

:

and again: " Kings' breasts shall nourish thee, and
every kingdom that serveth not thee shall perish."
In which Church without fail is the supereminent
power of Christ's priesthood, Who with His iron
rod bruiseth the pride of princes that rebel against
His Spouse and kingdom in earth, like a potter's
potsherd; and hath right in His Church over all
kingdoms, to plant and pluck up, to build and destroy, afore whom all kings shall fall down, and all
nations shall do

Now

him

service.

Christ's priestly prerogative, passing

His

own regal dignity (much more excelling all other
human power of the world), in most ample and
is communicated to the chief Priest and
Pastor of our souls, and secondarily to the rest of
the governors of the Church, in other manner of
clauses than any earthly princes can show for their

exact terms

Fie on that secular
pretenced spiritual regiment.
wilful
blind
and
so
pride
heresy
repugning against
God's express ordinance and yet is of wicked sectmasters and flatterers upholden to the eternal calamity of themselves, and of millions of others.
Now all Christ's sheep, without exception, be they
;
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princes, be they poor (if they be Christian
put to Peter's feeding and government.

men)

are

Now

the

keys of heaven be delivered to Christ's Vicar on
earth, to let in, to lock out; to bind, to loose; to
Now we be commanded every
punish, to pardon.
one (be we kings, be we Caesars) to obey our prelates and pastors, and be subject to them, as to those
that must make account to God for our souls;
wherein what Christian prince may except himself?
Now they have full authority to forbid us the
company of heretics, blasphemers, idolaters, and
such like; and not so much as to salute them, much
more not to obey them. And lest any man should
think this power to be so merely spiritual that it

might not in any wise be extended to temporal or
corporal damage or chastisement of the faithful in
their goods, lives, possessions, or bodies, being mere
secular things,
pastors

marked

and therefore not

subject to their

spiritual or priestly function, it is to be
in the holy Apostles' first execution of their

commissions and authority that, though their spiritual power immediately and directly concerneth not
our temporal affairs, yet indirectly (and as by accident) it doth not only concern our souls but our
bodies and goods, so far as is requisite to our
soul's health,

and expedient

for the

good regiment

thereof, and the Church's utility, being subject to
their spiritual governors.
St. Peter, being but a mere spiritual
and pastor of men's souls, yet for sacrilege
and simulation struck dead both man and wife. St.
Paul struck blind Elymas the Magician. So did he

Therefore

officer
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come to his contemners in rod of discidid
he excommunicate a principal person
So
pline.
not only by spiritual punishin Corinth for incest
but
also
vexation, giving him up to
bodily
ment,
by
As he corporally also corSatan's chastisement.
rected and molested with an evil spirit Himineus
and Alexander for blasphemy and heresy. Finally
he boldly avoucheth that his power in God is to
revenge all disobedience, and to bring under all
lofty hearts to the loyalty of Christ, and of the

threaten to

;

and Saints in this life. Nescitis (quoth
he) quoniam Angelas judicabimus quanto magis
"
Know you not that we shall judge
secularial
much
more secular matters?"
how
Angels,
Apostles

,

In all which there

is

no difference betwixt kings

Christian men ; who all,
faithful,
in that they have submitted themselves and their
sceptres to the sweet yoke of Christ, are subject to
discipline and to their pastor's authority, no less

that

and other

be

than other sheep of his fold.
And although the state, regiment, policy and
power temporal be in itself always of distinct

and condition from the government
and spiritual commonwealth called the
Church or Body mystical of Christ and the magistrate spiritual and civil divers and distinct; and

nature, quality,
ecclesiastical

;

sometimes so far that the one hath no dependence of
the other, nor subalternation to the other in respect
of themselves (as it is in the Churches of God residing in heathen kingdoms, and was in the Apostles'
times under the pagan emperors), yet now where
the laws of Christ are received, and the bodies
;
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politic and mystical, the Church and civil state,
the magistrate ecclesiastical and temporal, concur
in their kinds together (though ever of distinct

regiments, natures, and ends), there is such a concurrence and subalternation betwixt both, that the
inferior of the two (which is the civil state) must

needs ( in matters pertaining any way either directly
or indirectly to the honour of God and benefit of
the soul) be subject to the spiritual, and take
direction from the same.
The condition of these two powers (as St.
Gregory Nazianzen most excellently resembleth it)
is like unto the distinct state of the same spirit
and body or flesh in a man, where either of them

having their proper and peculiar operations, ends,
objects, which in other natures may be severed

and

flesh is and not spirit; in
but not flesh) are yet in man
conjoined in person and nevertheless so distinct in
faculties and operations, that the flesh hath her
actions peculiar, and the soul hers but not without

(as in

where

brutes,

Angels where

spirit is

:

;

;

subalternation or dependence.
Where we see evidently, that in case the operations of the body be

contrary to the end, weal
soul, the spirit

and

and

just desires

may and must command,

of the

overrule,

body and as superior, appointeth
other
and
afflictions, though with some
fasting
detriment to the flesh commanding the eyes not to
So
see; the tongue not to speak; and so forth.
likewise the power political hath her princes, laws,
tribunals; and the spiritual her prelates, canons,
councils, judgments, (and these, when the princes
chastise the

;

;
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are pagans) wholly separate; but in Christian commonwealths joined, though not confounded; nor
yet the spiritual turned into the temporal, or subject
by perverse order (as it is now in England) to the

same; but the
subordinate,

(which indeed

in

some

cases

the inferior)
subject to the

is

though so long as the temporal state
no hindrance to eternal felicity and the glory of

ecclesiastical
is

civil

and

Christ's

kingdom, the other intermeddleth not with

her actions,

and

:

but alloweth,

in particular

Yet where
resisteth

it is

defendeth, honoureth,

commonwealths obeyeth the same.
otherwise, and the temporal power

God, or hindereth the proceeding of the

people to salvation; there the spiritual hath right
to correct the temporal, and to procure by all means
possible, that the terrene kingdom give no annoyance to the state of the Church, which now adorned
in the New Testament with the power of Christ's
priesthood, and with several and distinct officers,
appointed by the Holy Ghost, must needs so far
excel the terrene state and dominion, as the sun
passeth the moon, the soul the body, and heaven
the earth. By reason of which excellency and preeminence above all states and men, without exception of prince or other, our Lord proclaimeth in
His Gospel, that whosoever obeyeth not or heareth
not the Church, must be taken and used no otherwise than as a heathen.
This being so plain, and in truth so beneficial to

the very kings and commonwealths themselves, that
the preservation of both specially standeth upon
this

concurrence with the Church and priesthood,
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and with the due subalternation of the temporal
to the spiritual regiment and which all kings (that
be not for punishment of their own and their
people's sins obdurate, and prepared by God's judgment to be an example of His power and justice)
;

most gladly acknowledge; yet there be so many
either flatterers of princes that so say; or heretics
that so think; that the ministers of Christ's most
dear Spouse, of His very Body mystical, His Kingdom and House on earth (whom at His departure
hence He did endow with most ample commission,
and sent forth with that authority that His Father
had before given unto Him) have no power over
princes to denounce or declare them to be violators
of God's and His Church's laws not to punish them
either spiritually or temporally not to excommuni;

;

them; not to discharge the people of their
oath and obedience towards such as neither by
cate

God's laws nor man's a true Christian

may

obey.

Wherein it may please the gentle readers to inform their consciences partly by what is said before,
and specially by that which followeth. Where they
shall find that straight upon the first conversion
of kings to the faith, as the good and godly have

ever obeyed the Church, and submitted themselves
to ecclesiastical censures and discipline so the evil
and obstinate could never orderly discharge themselves from the same, without evident note of in;

tyranny and irreligiosity and were either
brought to order and penance, or else to
confusion both temporal and eternal.

justice,

;

in fine

About thirteen hundred years ago

Babylas,
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of Antioch, excommunicated the only
Christian king or Emperor that then was (as some
count Numerius, as others Philip) for executing a

Bishop

prince that was put to him for a hostage. Whereupon, as evil kings sometimes do, he martyred his
Bishop; whom St. Chrysostom and others reckon
for the most famous martyr of that time, because
he gave both by his constancy and courage in God
a notable example to all bishops of their behaviour
towards their princes and how they ought to use
the ecclesiastical rod of correction towards them,
whatsoever befall to their persons for the same.
;

After the said prince had murdered his own
pastor, then holy Pope Fabian, for that he was the
general Shepherd of Christendom (or as some think
Fabius the successor of Baby las) pursued the said
Emperor by like excommunication, and other
means, till at length he brought him to order and
repentance.

Afterwards St. Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, excommunicated the elder Theodosius the Emperor
;

put

him

people

;

to public

penance among the

commanded him to

rest of the

put off his kingly robe

;

to leave his imperial throne in the chancel, and to
keep his place among the laity and prescribed him
after eight months' penance to make a temporal law
;

for proviso against the occasions of such crimes as
the said Emperor had committed, and for which he

was excommunicated.
This was another world than we now are in;
marvellous courage and zeal in bishops for God's
cause; much humility and obedience in princes.
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Then was

there no flatterer so shameful nor heretic
on earth BO impudent, as to make the temporal kings
above all correction of God's Church and their own
pastors;

nothing

more

being

common

histories of all ages than that princes

in

the

have received

discipline.

As when Anastasius the Emperor was excommunicated by Symmachus Lotharius and Michael
;

Emperors, by Nicholas the First; and particular
princes by their provincial bishops; as we see in
the records of all nations. Therefore we will stand
only upon more famous and ancient examples.
Innocent the First excommunicated Archadius
the Emperor and his wife Queen Eudoxia, for that
they disobeyed and persecuted their bishop St.
Chrysostom. We will report the judicial sentence
briefly, because it is much to the purpose and full
of majesty
:

"

O Emperor

200 years ago)

(said Pope Innocent well
the blood of my brother

near

"

John
Chrysostom crieth to God against thee. Thou hast
cast out of his chair the great Doctor of the world
1

;

and

in

him by thy

wife's (that delicate Dalila) her
hath persecuted Christ.
Therefore I

persuasion
(though a poor sinful soul) to whom the throne of
the great Apostle St. Peter is committed, do excommunicate thee and her, and do separate you
both from the holy Sacraments, commanding that
no priest or bishop, under pain of deprivation, after
this my sentence come to their knowledge, give or
minister the said Sacraments unto you."

Thus did

this blessed

Father

(whom

St.

Augus-
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tine exceedingly commended in his time) deal with
this Emperor and wicked Queen, the cause of her

husband's fall and offences, and at length brought
them to penance. But when in process of time

some

princes,

people's sin,
ligion

it

(as

apostacy)

through God's just judgment and the
were fallen to such contempt of re-

happeneth by heresy and
excommunication, being only a

lightly

that

other ordinary ecclesiastical
then as well bishops as
discipline
other godly persons, their own subjects, did crave
aid and arms of other princes, for their chastisement; as most holy and ancient Popes (even in
these old days when the Protestants confess them
to have been godly bishops) did incite Catholic

spiritual penalty,

'or

would not serve

;

kings to the same; that those whom the spiritual
rod could not fruitfully chastise, they might by
extern or temporal force, bring them to order and
repentance, or at least defend their innocent Catholic subjects from unjust vexation.

There is no war in the world so just or honourable, be it civil or foreign, as that which is waged
for religion

;

we say

for the true, ancient, Catholic,

Roman

religion ; which by the laws of holy Church
and all Christian nations, is adjudged to be the only
true worship of God; and unto the obedience of

and people have yielded themby oath, vow or Sacraments, or every
of these ways. For this, it is godly and honourable
to fight in such order and time as we be warranted
in conscience and law by our supreme pastors and
and not for wild condemned heresies,
priests;

which

all princes

selves, either
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against most lawful Christian Catholics, kings and
priests; as the rebellious Protestants and Calvi-

of this time do, without all order, ]aw, or
warrant of God or man.
As the arms taken for
defence of godly honour and inheritance in such
sort and difference from heretical tumults as is said,
nists

are so

much more commendable and

glorious

;

for

world deserveth more sharp
and zealous pursuit of extreme revenge ( whether it
be in superiors or subjects) than revolting from the
that

no crime

in the

faith to strange religions.
"

Whosoever seeketh not after the Lord God of
"
said King Asa, admonished
Israel, let him be slain
"
from the highest to the
by Azarias the prophet,
lowest without exception."

And

all

the people

and many that followed him and fled to him out of
Israel from the schism there, did swear and vow
themselves in the quarrel of the God of their foreAnd they prospered and deposed Queen
fathers.
mother
to Asa, for apostacy, and for worMaacha,
the
venereous
shipping
god called Priapus.
For that case also in Deuteronomy express

charge was given to slay all false prophets, and
whosoever should avert the people from the true
worship of God, and induce them to receive strange
gods, and mew religions; and to destroy all their
followers were they never so near us by nature.
And in the same place, that if any city should revolt from the received and prescribed worship of

God, and begin to admit new religions, it should
be utterly 'wasted by fire and sword. Neither pertaineth this to poor

men

only, but to the governors
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and leaders of the people most of all as we see in
the Book of Numbers, where Moses, by the commandment of God, caused all the princes of the
people to be hanged upon gibbets against the sun,
;

for communication in sacrifice with the Moabites;
rest of the people every one by the hand of

and the

neighbour to be put to the sword for the same
wherein Phinees the priest of God, by slaying
a chief captain with his own hands, deserved eternal
By
praise, and the perpetuity of his priesthood.
his

fault

;

Moses also

his appointment, the faithful Levites

24,000 of their neighbours, brethren and
friends, for committing idolatry and forsaking the
true God.
Marry in all this (as you see by the
examples alleged) the prophets and priests must
direct them for the cause and action, that they err
not of phantasy, partiality, pride, and pretence of
slew

religion, as heretics

must be for the old

and

rebels do, but the quarrel
faith, service and priesthood,

against innovation; and directed and allowed by
those which by order and function have charge of

our souls.
As we read also in the book of Numbers that the
captain and all the people were commanded to go
in and out, that is, to proceed in wars according
to the order of Eleazar the priest.
Such were the
wars of Abia and other kings of Juda, that brought
most justly and prosperously against the schismatical Israelites, and justly possessed the cities which
they conquered in those wars. As also Edom and
Lobua revolted from king Joram for religion, even
because he forsook the God of their forefathers,
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and could never be recovered
Wherein also the example and

to the same again.
zeal of the children

of Israel was very notable; that they would have
denounced war against the tribe of Ruben and Gad,
only for erecting (as they took it) a schismatical
altar out of the only place where our Lord appointed that sacrifice should be done unto His
honour.
So, much more since Christ's law and religion
was established, divers great and honourable fights
have been made for the faith, against princes and
provinces that unjustly withstood and annoyed the
same.
So in old times of the primitive Church, the
Christian Armenians lawfully defended themselves

by arms against

their

emperor Maximinus. And the

Catholic people of divers provinces have often by
force defended and kept their bishops in their seats
against the infidels ; but specially against the commandment of heretical emperors ; yea, and resisted

defence of their Churches, and the sacred
of
As the citizens of Antioch
the same.
goods
defended their Church against the Emperor Galerius his officers.
St. Basil and St. Ambrose's
people defended them against the invasions of
heretics.
And not the people only, which may do
things of headiness, without counsel or consultation

them

(of

in

whom St. Ambrose saith, being willed

their fury, that

it

lay in

him not

to incite

to assuage

them him-

self, but had no means oftentimes to repress them) ;
but the bishops of countries so persecuted by
heretical princes have justly required help of other
Christian kings and nations.
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For so holy Athanasius (who knew his duty to
enough, and in what case he

his Sovereign well

might resist him) asked aid against Constantius the
Arian and first heretical Emperor (whom Pope
Felix declared to be a heretic) of his own brother
Constance, Catholic Emperor of the West for fear
of whose arms the said Arian restored Athanasius
;

and other Catholic bishops to their churches and
honours again; though after this Catholic Emperor's death the other more furiously persecuted
Athanasius than before.
Likewise against Valens the Arian Emperor;
Petrus, successor to Athanasius, and brother to St.
Basil, did seek to the Pope of Rome for succour,
as all other afflicted bishops and Catholics ever did.
So did Atticus, Bishop of Constantinople, crave aid
of Theodosius the younger against the King of the
Persians that persecuted his Catholic subjects, and
was thereby forcibly deprived, and his innocent
subjects delivered.

So did holy Pope Leo the First persuade the Emperor, called Leo also, to take arms against the
tyrant of Alexandria for the delivery of the oppressed Catholics from him and the heretic
Eutychians; who then threw down churches and
monasteries, and did other great sacrileges. Whose
"
words for example's sake I will set down.
O
"
"
St.
if
be
it
laudable
for
Emperor (saith
Leo)
thee

to

invade

the

heathens,

how much more

be to deliver the Church of Alexanheavy yoke of outrageous heretics, by
the calamity of which Church all the Christians
in the world are injured."
glorious shall
dria from the

it
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In brief; so did St. Gregory the Great move
Gennadius the Exarch to make wars specially
And so
against heretics as a very glorious thing.
ever have holy bishops most intermeddled in cases
of heresy and injuries done unto God's Church (as
a thing properly subject to their correction), by excommunication, or what other way soever God hath
given them commodity of which also is to be used
and executed according to the differences of times
;

and

persons.

The holy bishops most

lawfully (and so sometimes they did) excommunicate the Arian emperors,
and have warranted their Catholic subjects to

defend themselves by arms against them. But they
always did not so; because they had no means, by
reason of the greater forces of the persecutors. As
there is no question but the Emperors Constantius,
Valens, Julian and others might have been by the
bishops excommunicated and deposed, and all their
people released from their obedience, if the Church
or Catholics had had competent forces to have resisted.

Yea, the quarrel of religion and defence of innocency is so just, that heathen princes, not at all
subject to the Church's laws and discipline, may in
that case by the Christians' arms be resisted, and
might lawfully have been repressed in times of the
pagans, and

first

great persecutions,

when they

vexed and oppressed the faithful but not otherwise
(as most men think), if they would not annoy the
Christians, nor violently hinder or seek to extirpate
the true faith and course of the Gospel.
Though
;
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Thomas seemeth also to say, that any heathen
king may be lawfully deprived of his superiority
St.

over Christians.
be, plain it is that kings that have
faith
of Christ and the defence of His
the
professed

Howsoever that

Church and Gospel may be and have been justly
both excommunicated and deposed, for injuries
done to God's Church, and revolt from the same;
as sometimes also for other great crimes tending to
the pernicion of the whole people subject unto
them.
But to speak specially of matter of religion, and
the crimes thereunto belonging, Leo the Third was
excommunicated and deprived of all his temporalities in Italy by Gregory the Second. For defect
also in religion and of the Church's defence, were
the Greek emperors discharged, and the Empire
translated to the Germans by Pope Leo the Third.

As afterwards divers German emperors for notable
injuries done to God's Church, for sacrilege and
for heresy, by godly discipline of the Church, and
by the diligence of sundry Popes, have been
brought to order, or in fine deposed or else where
they would not obey Christ's Vicar, either in them1

;

or in their posterity, have been notoriously
As Frederick the First,
Frederick the Second, Otho the Fifth, Lewis the
Third, Lewis the Fourth, and whom we name last

selves,

by God confounded.

(because we must say somewhat more of him)
Henry the Third (or as some call him) the Fourth,
by Gregory the Seventh, which example the libeller
and other heretics most mention, for that the said
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Henry so obstinately resisted (though otherwise by
the invincible courage and constancy of the Pope
often brought to penance and extremity), that in
fine by arms he drove the said Pope out of his See,
and placed an Antipope, that is to say, one so op-

posite

to

Christ's

this

Vicar,

as

Antichrist

shall

be

Which by arms and patronage of

against Christ.

wicked emperor, usurped and occupied the

Apostolical throne against the true Pope Gregory
the Seventh, whom the libeller (after the vulgar
vein of rebellious heretics) vouchsafeth not the

name of Gregory

the Seventh, but calleth him comHildebrand
as the heretics, when they were
monly
in arms in Germany against their Emperor, would
not name him Charles the Fifth, nor Emperor, but
Charles of Gaunt.
;

And now because this good and notable Pope
was not able in fine to resist the emperor's forces,
(the which emperor, as all the histories of that
time record, ;was a most wicked, sacrilegious, simand heretical person) the adversaries of
God's Church do triumph (as the libeller here doth)
over the blessed man; as Herod might have over
John Baptist, whose admonition was taken in so evil
oniacal

gre, that

it

cost

him

[his life

;

as also the executing

of the Church's sentence, which is God's, hath done
to many a prophet and bishop in the world.
By which event of things whosoever measureth
the right of causes will make a good religion and a
good defence of the execution of justice. For so
most tyrants might be justified, for a time, against
all the saints of God.
This Gregory, say they, was
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banished by the emperor; and so was St.
Chrysostom by Archadius and Eudoxia, and died
in banishment, as Gregory the Seventh did; yet
they were but homely Christians that would justify
in fine

the Emperors,,

and condemn

St. Chrysostom.
Pope, whom they specially hate
because (as it may be thought) he was the first man
that authentically condemned the Berengarians'
heresy, and in open disputation refuted it though
certain of the said Emperor's flatterers, and enemies
of the See Apostolic (as the fashion of our heretics
is at this day), wrote slanderous libels against him
yet was he a very notable good man and learned,
and did suffer whatsoever he did suffer for mere
justice, in that he did godly, honourably, and by
the duty of his pastorship, whatsoever he did
Whereof we could
against the said Emperor.
allege all the best writers of those days, or near that
Of whom
time, but that we should be tedious.
yet this one grave testimony of Baptista Fulgosius,
a noble and learned man that was Duke of Genoa
above a hundred years past, we shall not let to set
down as we find it in Latin " Constantissimus

And

indeed

this

;

;

:

habitus est Gregorius Septimus Pontifex, qui quod
Henricum tertium Imperatorem propter aperta
nimis simoniae crimina, pro pastorali ofHcio repre-

gravibus ab eo injuriis affectus est:
itaque injuriarum magnitudine compulsus, Henricum Gregorius ut haereticum Imperii honore pri-

hendebat,

vavit.

Cum

autem Henricus

solvi

ecclesiastica

censura non emeridatione vitae sed armis quaereret
alium creare Pontificem enixus, capta Urbe obsidere
;
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Quae mala cum Gregorius pata justo proposito dimoveri
tamen
eretur, nunquam
"
is:
That
Gregory the Seventh was
potuit."
Gregorium

coepit.

notable for his constancy;

who

for that according

to his pastoral charge, he had admonished Henry
the Third, Emperor, to leave his known impiety of

simony, was by manifold intolerable injuries vexed
by the said Emperor; and by the greatness of his
wickedness, was 'compelled to deprive him, as a

But Henry seekheretic, of his Imperial dignity.
not
of
amendment
his
life, but by arms, to
by
ing
be absolved from the censure, he went about to set
up a new Pope, and besieged the city of Rome, and
brought the Pope into great distress. In all which
miseries Gregory could never be removed from his
So he writeth of the parties both,
just purpose."
and of the horrible crimes for which the Emperor
was most justly in the sight of all good men deThus Trithemus reporteth in brief of the
posed.
"
wickedness of this Emperor:
Episcopatus, Con"
etc."
the
He
sold
stantiensem,
bishoprics of Con-

Bamburgh, Mentz, and divers other for
money; those of Augsburg and Strassburg for a
sword; that of Munster for sodomy; and the
abbacy of Fulde for adultery. Heaven and earth
witness and cry out of these; and for the same
abominations he standeth excommunicated and deprived, and therefore hath no power nor just title
stance,

to reign over us Catholics."
But to go forward; this

same Gregory the
Seventh did the like commendable justice upon the
King of Poland, Bolislaus the Second as well ex;
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communicating as depriving him for murdering of
his bishop St. Stanislaus at the very altar.

Against

which sentence though he stood by force and contempt for a time, yet at length he was forsaken and
resisted wholly

by

his subjects, fled,

and

in fine

slew himself.

For heresy also was George King of Boemland
excommunicated, and thereupon by the forces of
the King of Hungary at length actually deprived.

As

also

John Albert had half of

his

kingdom of

Navarre taken from him by Ferdinand surname d
Catholic of Aragon, for that he gave aid to Lewis
the Twelfth, being excommunicated by Julius the
Second.
For great injuries also done to holy
Church, and for persecution of bishops and religious was John, one of our kings of England, with
his whole land interdicted, and brought (after long
struggling against God and the See Apostolic) to
yield his crown to the courtesy of the Pope's Legate,
and to make both his Realms of England and Ireland tributaries. The authentical instrument whereof John Bodin saith he hath seen.
For like causes, and namely for that he was
vehemently suspected of the murder of the blessed
bishop St. Thomas of Canterbury, was Henry the
Second driven by Alexander the Third to order and

A

like examples more we
of
our
might
country and of the Christian
world whereby not only the practice of the Church
in all ages may be seen, but also Catholic men warranted that they be no traitors, nor hold assertions
treasonable, false, or undutiful, in answering or be-

penance.

recite,

;

number of the
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for heresy or such like notorious
a
wickedness,
prince (otherwise lawful and anoinbe
excommunicated, deposed, forsaken
ted) may
or resisted by the warrant of holy Church's judglieving

that,

ment and censure.
Whereunto we

add only

the sentence of
of that name, whom
the adversaries confess to have been both learned
will

Gregory the Great and

first

holy. Who being as they know many hundred
years before Gregory the Seventh, and our special
apostle, practised the point we now stand on, and

and

therefore likely to be believed of all reasonable
men. He therefore in the form of his privilege

Medard's monastery, thus decreeth:
Regum, Antistitum, Judicum, vel
quarumcunque personarum saecularium hujus Apos-

granted to
"

St.

Si quis (inquit)

tolicae authoritatis et nostrae praeceptionis decreta
violaverit, cujuscunque dignitatis vel sublimitatis
"

honore suo privetur."
If any king, prelate,
or
other
secular
what
judge,
person soever that
decree
our
this
of
transgress
authority and comof
what
mandment,
pre-eminence or height soever
he may be, let him be deprived of his dignity."
This was the right and power of St. Gregory;
and this hath been the faith of Christian men ever
since our country was converted and never subject
called in question much less accused of treason for
sit,

;

and least of all made or
it, till this miserable time
found treason by the old laws in King Edward the
Third's reign, as is pretended; howsoever by their
new laws they may and do make what they list a
;

crime capital.
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And

ever since the said St. Gregory's time, or
thereabout, all kings in Christendom, specially
those of Spain, France, Poland, and England, take
an oath upon the holy Evangelists at their coronation, to keep and defend the Catholic faith and
ours of England expressly, to maintain also the
;

privileges

and liberties of the Church and clergy,
King Edward the Confessor and other

given "by
faithful kings their ancestors.
Whereof St. Thomas of Canterbury putteth his
Sovereign Henry the Second in memory both often

and expressly in an epistle written to him
"
Memores sitis confessionis quam
fecistis et posuistis super altare apud Westmonasterium, de servanda Ecclesiae libertate, quando
in speech,

in these

words:

consecrati fuistis et tincti in
"

nostro Theobaldo."
fession which

Regem a praedecessore
Keep in memory the con-

you made and laid upon the

altar at

Westminster, touching the keeping of holy Church's
liberties, when you were consecrated and anointed

my

predecessor Theobald."
Patriarchs of Constantinople took an instrument of such as were to be crowned emperors

King by

And the

(specially in the times of heresy), wherein they

made

the like promise and profession, to keep and
defend the Faith and decrees of holy Councils.
So did the Patriarch Euphemius in the coronation

of Anastasius; Nicephorus, in the investing of
Michael; and others in the creation of other
emperors of the East. And Zonoras writeth that
the Patriarch of Constantinople plainly told Isaac

Gommenus

the Emperor, that as by his hands he
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received the Empire, so if he governed not well,
by him it should be taken from him again.
Likewise, when kings that before were infidels,
do enter by baptism into the Church, they submit
their sceptres to Christ, and consequently make
themselves subject and punishable if they revolt
from their faith and promise.

these conditions therefore, and no other,
be
received of the bishop that in God's bekings
half anointeth them which oath and promise being
not observed, they break with God and their
people; and their people may, and by order of

Upon

;

supreme Minister, their chief Pastor on
must needs break with them heresy and in-

Christ's

earth,

;

fidelity in the prince tending directly to the perdition of the commonwealth and the souls of their

and notoriously to the annoyance of the
Church and true religion, for the defence of which
kings by God are given.
By the fall of the king from the faith, the danger
is so evident and evitable, that God had not sufficiently provided for our salvation and the preservation of His Church and holy laws, if there were
no way to deprive or restrain apostate princes.
We see how the whole world did run from Christ
subjects,

Julian to plain paganism; after Valens to
Arianism; after Edward the Sixth with us into

after

Zwinglianism and would do into Turcism if any
powerable prince will lead his subjects that way.
If our faith or prediction should on this sort
pass by the pleasure of every secular prince, and no
;

remedy for

it

in the state of the

New Testament,

but
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infidelity

soever he fall; then we were in worse case than
heathens, and all other human commonwealths.

Which both before
means

Christ

to deliver themselves

and after, have had
from such tyrants as

were intolerable, and evidently pernicious to human
and the good of the people; for whose
peace and preservation they were created by man,
or ordained by God.
The bond and obligation we have entered into
for the service of Christ and the Church far exceedeth all other duty which we owe to any human
And therefore where the obedience to
creature.
the inferior hindereth the service of the other which
is superior, we must by law and order discharge
ourselves of the inferior.
The wife, if she cannot live with her own husband
(being an infidel or a heretic) without injury and
dishonour to God, she may depart from him, or
contrariwise he from her, for the like cause neither
oweth the innocent party, nor the other can lawfully
claim, any conjugal duty, or debt in this case.
The very bondslave, which is in another kind no
less bound to his lord and master than the subject
society

:

to his Sovereign,

may

also

by the ancient imperial

laws, depart and refuse to obey or serve him if he
become a heretic, yea ipsa facto is made free.
Finally the parents that become heretics lose the
superiority and dominion they have by law or

nature over their

Therefore
heresy,

let

own

children.

no man marvel

the sovereign

loseth his

that, in case

superiority

of

and
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right over his people and kingdom, which cannot
be a lawful Christian state or commonwealth with-

out due obedience to Christ and to the Church's
laws but may well consist and not perish at all by
;

the change of their prince or king.
Not any one
for
the
person being simply necessary
preservation
of the same, as some one (being a heretic and enemy

may be, and lightly is (if he be suffered), the destruction thereof.
And thus much may (as we trust) suffice with

to religion)

reasonable indifferent persons, for defence of
our brethren's answers touching the question of excommunication or deposition of princes by the
Pope; whereof by occasion more shall be said in
the next chapter and others following, the libel-

all

importunate jnsolency enforcing us thereunto; like as the Civil magistrates' most captious
and bloody conceits constrained some of our blessed
brethren before their martyrdoms to speak more
thereof than otherwise they desired; though
nothing so much as by warrant of God's word and
Holy Writ they might have done.
ler's

CHAPTER

VI.

it is much to the benefit and stability of Commonwealths, and specially of kings' sceptres, that the differences betwixt them and their people, for religion
or any other cause for which they may seem to deserve
deprivation, may rather be decided by the supreme
Pastor of the Church, as Catholics would have it; than
by popular mutiny and phantasy of private men, as
heretics desire and practise.

That

THE

libeller

once or twice in his discourse se-

ditiously calleth upon the monarchs and princes of
the world, warning them of the doubtful and servile

they be in while the Popes may be suffered to make and unmake kings and princes at
state

their pleasure,

and

to license their subjects to resist

them.

And

man perchance might have his tale
he spake to the simple sort, or to such
kings as feared neither God nor man; nor sought
otherwise, nor any longer, to uphold their estates,
heard

the

if

but by desperate force and practice, and for their
But
time, without regard of their posterity.
to
them
whose
wisdoms
the
sustain
world
;
speaking
whose crowns are worn and swords are borne for

own

and His Spouse; whose glorious ancestors
and partly were established, and
partly
themselves yet safely stand and happily flourish
(which our Lord God long continue) by the benediction of the See Apostolic, and good intelligence
and correspondence with the high bishops of the
same; good audience hardly can they look for.
Christ

first rose,
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The example of some other princes Protestants
about them, forsaking the fellowship of the Catholic and Apostolic See, and specially of King Henry
the Eighth first, and his son and daughter after
him, in England ; a man, a child, and a woman, not
only severing themselves from the same, but annex-

ing to their regality by strange laws all Apostolical
and Papal power spiritual, with infinite emoluments
made by confiscation of all religious men's lands
and goods in the whole realm (which was the beginning of that new ecclesiastical regiment) these
:

things (being of greater temptation than the libelbare words) could yet never move the
ler's
Emperor, nor either of the great monarchs, nor
any other king of wise counsel in the world, to
break ,with God's Church and the chief pastors
thereof; knowing by the records of all ages since
Christ, that what princes or potentates soever have
formally opposed themselves to Christ's Vicar, and
refused to communicate with him in the faith and
fellowship of the Catholic Church, were ever in
themselves or their posterity confounded, and their
kingdoms overthrown or brought to miserable servitude of Turk or other heathen tyrant.
It is not the good fortune of a few years' felicity
that moveth the grave and sage governors of the
world (though the libeller, to make fools vain,

urgeth their good luck in England much, since their
but they will look
breach with God's Church)
farther about them, and see the events of these
strange attempts in us, and the judgments of God
for the same not only till the end of King Henry
:

;
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"

Radix peccati ")
the Eighth his race (who was
but afterwards, if our Lord defer his sentence so
Over
some new generations to come.
of
our
and
State
the
Prince
present
upon
continual
with
on
our
we
knees,
humbly
country,
tears, desire God to have mercy; and to avert His
indignation from them and us that the princes and
long, to
which, as

:

people of the world may rather be edified by the
example of our conversion and return to God's
Church, than be instructed by the sight of our

punishment and confusion.
But now for the conceit that this good man would
drive into men's heads, that no state should be in
safety if the
it

Pope might deprive the prince at his
All
a bug fit only to fear babes.

is

pleasure;
wise men in the world that either see the present
times, or look back into the ages past, know that the

Pope neither challengeth nor usurpeth nor useth
any such authority at his pleasure, to depose or

whom

he list. And all learned divines conhe hath not any direct or immediate jurisdiction or superiority over the temporalities, civil
states, or regalities of secular princes or magistrates
and therefore cannot dispose of their kingdoms nor actions, alter nor abrogate their laws, as
he daily doth and may do at his good pleasure, of

exalt

fess that

;

prelates, bishops,

and

upon

priests' affairs,

whom

he hath direct power and jurisdiction but that he
may only intermeddle indirectly with temporal
princes, as he is the chief officer under Christ, and
hath charge of their souls, and thereby hath to look
whether their regiments tend any way to the injury
;
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of the Church and true religion, or to their own
their subjects' damnation, as in case of Schism,

and

heresy, apostacy, idolatry, sacrilege, and other intolerable defects in government; for which he,

being their bishop, is bound to admonish them
sundry times with all lenity; if that serve not, to
excommunicate them; and if they contemn that,
then be they esteemed as heathens, and unworthy of
superiority over God's people.
This is not to depose kings at his pleasure nor
is cause sufficient why any just and Christian prince
should stand in doubt of the Pope's censures only
such as be heretics, or intend to shake off the yoke
of Christ, and their faith in Him, have cause in their
conscience to doubt both the Church's discipline,
and the plagues of God; which will not fail them,
howsoever by human force and violence they protect themselves for a time from His Minister's sentence and sweet corrections.
;

;

All just

and Catholic kings are

so

far

from

doubting or misliking God's ordinance, and the
practice of the See Apostolic herein, that they
perceive it most necessary for the stability of their
kingdoms, and the continuance of their posterity
in the glory thereof, that for their regiment in faith
life they stand in some reverent awe of their

and

chief pastors.
Which is a necessary and honourable bridle of princes in their youth, and all the
life, to stay them from dangerous
disorders, and so to temper them in their government, that they may reign long and happily over

days of their

their people;

where otherwise they might

fall into
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and be

either forsaken, deposed,
destroyed by their own subjects,

infinite calamities,

or shamefully

whether they be deprived by holy Church's censure
or no.

Neither doth any godly Christian prince at this
day (as we think) wish their empire, either in themselves, their children, or posterity to dure any
longer than they continue in the Catholic faith, and
the communion of the See and Church Apostolic ;
nor would suffer any of their name or blood to reign
after them, that were like to be heretics but rather
would disinherit or execute them with their own
hands, than fear or expect their deposition by the
;

Pope.
Therefore though with such as feel their own
fault it soundeth evil to hear of the authority and
usage of God's Church in censuring kings, yet it
troubleth not any just and lawful prince especially
;

when by

wisdom and experience they may
perceive that princes, above all other, both good
and evil, be subject to human casualties and may
fall and lose their kingdoms by a hundred accidents
of mutinies and rebellions of their subjects, or by
their

;

wars of competitors or
which, the Pope's high authority
and interest giveth great stay and moderation, in
deciding the controversies of titles, and causes of
civil or foreign wars; and by his manifold endeavours of pacification and composition, whereof
all the kings and states Christian, have at sundry
times of their distresses received singular profit;
as appeareth in the histories of the wars betwixt our
external

enemies.

or

To

domestical
all
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nation, France and Scotland and in our own civil
tumults, which have been often appeased by the
meditation of the Pope; both parties deferring to
;

him

and general Arbiter of
and
princes
people (being to all in-

as to the high Priest

Christian

different without all partiality) the decision of those

things which otherwise could not by laws nor by
arms, without lamentable destruction and much

blood, be determined.
Whereby princes of less
power, injured by the greater and mightier, have
ever found tsuccour and redress; and just kings,
distressed by their rebellious subjects, have had sin-

gular assistance.

As we may

see in the stories both of our

own

country, where the Popes have sent divers legates
to the barons, being up against their lawful
sovereigns, to admonish them to lay down their
arms; and when they would not, excommunicated
them; by which means many a king with us hath
kept his crown, which otherwise had been deprived,
And no
by tumultuous land popular sedition.

examples of other nations, and that in
having experience of divers
blessed Popes' diligence, in aiding the two great
monarchs, as well by the power temporal which God
less in the

our

own memories

hath

given

them,

;

as

by

ecclesiastical

censures

against their rebels ; and large spiritual graces and
benedictions bestowed upon all that would faithfully adjoin to the repression of the seditious sub-

and the preservation of the Sovereign.
The Apostolic Bishop is not an enemy to superi-

jects,

ority

and domination, which he knoweth

best to be
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of God, as his own high estate is but a spiritual
and most loving parent and common Father of all
He seeketh
Christians, and especially of princes.
not their depositions, nor maintaineth revolts from
;

them, no not then when, to his infinite grief, he is
forced sometimes (though marvellous seldom) to
give sentence for the people and subjects against
the prince; but useth needful discipline towards

them for

their salvation.

Let the grave and wise men of all nations consider with us, whether princes be in more danger
of their state by the lawful pastors of their souls
that judge by God's spirit, by counsel, deliberation,
order and authority, without malice, hatred, or
partiality; or by heretics, seditious and rebellious
persons, that deal by erroneous conscience, phantasy

and fury.
The Protestants plainly hold in all their writings
and schools, and so practise in the sight of all the
world, that princes
resisted

may

and deprived.

for tyranny or religion be
and all Catholics like-

We

and some other great
and
excommunicated
enormities, they may
But the Protestants would have
further censured.
themselves and the subjects to rebel and throw down
their superiors, on their own head and wilf ulness
and themselves be judges of their sovereign's deserts
and religion. Now we demand of the libeller, that
wise affirm that for heresy,

be

;

giveth princes so friendly warning of their dangerous estates, if Popes may use such authority over
princes, whether the kings of Christendom (whom
their own sect-masters confess may be deposed)
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stand not in far greater hazard of their dominions

and persons by the brutish and seditious people
armed always with fury, and often also (as at this
present) with heresy, than they are of Popes?
It was not the Pope that gave license or en-

couragement

to the people of Scotland to take

arms

against their natural liege and Queen, to imprison
her, and to cause her by fear of death to resign her

crown.

It is

not the Pope that emboldened them

barbarously to restrain their noble young king, and
so often to rebel against him ; though neither they
for his religion have any reason to deprive him, nor
the Pope's Holiness (otherwise than for the justice
of his quarrel against his rebels) any cause to
defend him. It was not the Pope that licensed the
to fight so long and
and master nor that
encouraged them to deprive him of his sovereignty
and ancient inheritance.
It was not the Pope
that hath hazarded three mighty kings, his most
Christian Majesty that now is, and his two crowned
brethren before him, of their states, and bereaved
them of many great parts and cities of their king-

subjects of the

King Catholic

obstinately against their lord

;

dom; or that went about to deprive them, even in
the time of their innocency and young years. Popes
use to defend innocents, not to destroy them in

And such
otherwise the manifold hazard of kings by rebellions, that in our own country the child hath deposed his father; the uncle his nephew; the wife
her own husband; and most commonly the worse
their nonage, or to abuse their minority.
is

and more wicked, the more godly and innocent.
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And we marvel much,

this libeller that

4*

would seem

be such a statesman and a counseller to foreign
kings, could find no danger to them and their
countries, saving of the Pope's power over them;
which in very truth, by Christ's special providence,

to

the greatest protection, guard and stay that innocent princes and their people can have the awe
and reverend respect of his holy authority keeping
thousands from rebellion and intrusion; and a
number of just princes in their empires, which else
had been in divers countries overthrown.
The Protestants cannot prove by example of all
nations and times since Christ, that any one hath
been deposed that was not proved to be a notorious
heretic or evil man.
On the other side, rebels,
and namely heretics, by unlawful means, deprive
commonly none but innocent, just, and holy princes ;
unto whose barbarous cruelty this libeller would
have their sacred Majesties rather thrall and obnoxious, than to submit themselves to the sweet
yoke of Christ's kingdom and priesthood; or to
concur in happy unity with such as Christ and the
Holy Ghost have placed over the Church for the
guiding of her people to salvation, and that also
is

;

in worldly peace
lieth.

Which

tranquility as much as in them
their chief honour and greatest

and

is

guard that may be both to prince and people as the
contrary motion of wicked men to sow debate between prince and pastors is surely more unnatural,
;

than to put discord betwixt the body and the soul in
the regiment of a man's person.
Wherein as the

whole frame

is

best governed

and preserved when
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the flesh can be contented to be ruled by the

spirit,

so no doubt the temporal power consisteth most

and endureth longest, when it hath good
correspondence and subordination to the spiritual
which seeketh ever all advancement and safety to

safely,

;

powers appointed by God, for the
weal of their subjects.
Which terrene

the secular

worldly

felicity ( necessary for the clergy also in this life no
less than for others) is always by the state ecclesi-

most zealously maintained against the disturbers of peace, concord, and due obedience to
astical

superiors.

And
namely

therefore, as the Church of God, and
the See Apostolical, hath received (in re-

spect of the honour due to Christ
St. Peter)
infinite
Christian kings of all nations

Apostle

;

and

his principal

exaltation,
by the
so on the other side,

the Popes of all ages have sought by all means possible, to advance to honour, glory and increase,
Christian kings and states not only spiritually,

which
ally;

their first and chief care, but also temporwhereof every nation Christian hath had

is

sufficient proof.

But to say nothing of Catholic kings or countries
which gladly acknowledge the benefit, and will
avouch the right and just title of any their
dominions received of the See Apostolic or adjudged theirs by the same (for though the libeller
would make them ween it were a base and perilous
:

matter to stand at the Pope's courtesy in such things,
yet he can persuade none of them that they hold any
piece of their states by evil conscience which is
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them that way, by the Pope's warrant
he so eloquent as to make them yield up the
same to their old owners again) the states and
Princes Protestant must either acknowledge the
fallen unto

nor

;

is

:

and just possession of divers high dignities,
and crowns received by the said See of St.

benefit
title,

Peter, or else they

be neither kind nor wise.

not the Imperial dignity the highest human
pre-eminence that can be in this world? And can
the German Protestants deny but that they hold or
Is

had that of the Pope? For where some wrangle that
it came by election of the people of Rome, that is
most false, and contrary to all histories and reason.
Dare they deny the Pope to have had lawful power
Or will they
to translate the empire out of Greece?
say their Emperor that now is, and all other his predecessors since Charles the Great, were usurpers, as
they should be if the order or disposition of the
holy See were not lawful? No Protestant nor other

man

in his

Alman, 1

'wit

will

so say;

to the glory of

and

whose nation

especially no
this thing so

much

This nation therefore hath no
pertaineth.
cause to complain of the high spiritual authority by
which itself hath been a hundred times more advanced than hindered or diminished.
As likewise the order of the Election, and (which
all men esteem for a title of most high dignity) the
Electorship itself was given to certain princes of
Germany by Gregory the Fifth, who as the Magde-

burg historians themselves speak, being a German
to adorn his native country with some

and desirous
1

i.e.,

German.
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excellent honour, devised that the election of the
king (which after his coronation by the Pope,

should also be called Imperator and Augustus)
should only pertain to the Germans.
Now let the heretics speak and yield their reason,
who took the matter so much in dudgeon these last
years past, that the Pope should intermeddle with
the displacing of the Elector of Cologne.
What!
a Pope to depose an Elector said they. As though
a Pope might not deprive an unworthy apostate
bishop of his See and Electorship, who first created
and gave unto that nation and to that See both
Elector and Electoral dignity itself. Let them tell
!

his authority is not as great in depriving for
just cause, as his power was sufficient to establish
that honour in Germany.

us

why

And let the libeller, that account eth it so unworthy a thing that some Popes have given censure
upon the princes of the holy Empire, be demanded
who

established that high state in that country?

And whether he

that had power to do that can want
warrant
to
any
deprive an evil or wicked person
of the Empire?
And in brief, let him be asked
whether that noble nation have not received more
dignity and profit temporal than hurt and hindrance
by that papal power over kingdoms, which this man
in his seditious pride so much abhorreth?

But to come to that which we and the libeller
do know, and toucheth us English more
near at home, and may be an instruction and proof
of the cause in hand to other strangers abroad.
Surely if the people of our country knew their own
best of all
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good, and were grateful as they were wont to be
(for now this brutish heresy hath made them without affection, as St. Paul speaketh of such unnatural sectaries), they

would acknowledge

that as

See Apostolic they owe their first faith and
Christianity (not only for converting the Britons
who were the ancient inhabitants of the land, but
also the English themselves afterwards, and that in
to the

very memorable sort; reconciling them eftsoons
again to holy Church after their relapse, and endowing their princes and prelates with such singular
prerogatives as no particular Church or commonwealth in the world, with the good grace of all
other Christian states be it spoken, had greater or
more honourable)
So would they in like manner,
besides these spiritual favours, confess themselves
indebted for the temporal advancement of our
:

received from the same See Apostolic;
seeing the regiment and lordship of Ireland was,
by the Pope's only gift, bestowed upon our
sovereigns in the time of Pope Adrian the Fourth,
and King Henry the Second, four hundred years
agone; they having no other title thereunto in the
world but by this grant of the See Apostolic.
Which title notwithstanding, we doubt not but that
our English Protestants will account sufficient even
unto this day: and King Henry the Eighth, being
fallen from the Church, and making himself of a
member the head thereof in his realm, went forward upon this title, and of his own new Papal
authority, from the Lord of Ireland made and
called himself the King thereof.
Which style was
princes,
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afterwards (as we take it) by due authority of the
Pope confirmed to Queen Mary. So desirous hath
been always the holy See of Rome to increase our
princes with all due honour, and to enlarge their
None of which titles, prerogatives,
dominions.
authorities or dignities (though received only or
principally by the Pope's favour or gift) any one of
our kings, of what religion soever, was yet so wilful
to reject or let go, or yet so nice in faith as to make
scruple of conscience to receive or retain as lawfully
possessed, whatsoever they have obtained that way
;

though ungrateful persons acknowledge no benefit
therein.

And not only large kingdoms so obtained,
princes are contented to keep without scruple but
hold also all other titles of honour annexed by His
;

Holiness to their regal dignities upon what cause
soever ; as is to be seen in sundry great and mighty

monarchs of Christendom, upon whom divers high
have been bestowed by the See Apostolic,
for their most Christian and heroical endeavours
for the Church, and their zeal against heretics
and infidels: as "Catholic" in Spain; "Most
"
and such like elsewhere
in France
Christian
and in our country a style no less honourable than
"
Defender of the Faith."
the former, that is,
Which style and title all the Protestants in the world
do know that it was given by Pope Leo the Tenth

titles

;

;

to

King Henry the Eighth, for his defence of the
Roman faith by writing, yet extant under

Catholic
his

own hand,

the cause

against Martin Luther.
for which it was given be

And

albeit

now

quite
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and the Pope's authority from which it was
received extremely impugned yet the right thereof
coming only from that authority now accounted so
unlawful, none of our kings will leave, or will renounce the same, as indeed we wish they should
altered,

;

notably putteth them in mind what
it
are bound to
is that they
defend; and against what kind of men they bear
the sword which God hath put into their hand.
not, for that

it

Church and faith

We might add to this the singular and incomparable favours and daily benefits done by His
Holiness that now is to our nation, above all his
predecessors assuredly excepting St. Gregory the
Great, our first Apostle, whose divine grace and
example of charity he so zealously doth imitate
towards us, not only for the salvation of the whole
deceived country, but for the particular relief of

and sexes, that
cruel persecution, into
divers Catholic provinces, and are forced to leave

many hundreds of
are driven

all sorts, ages,

by violence of

their country and whatsoever is dear unto them,
to learn that faith in which all their forefathers so

honourably lived and died.
benefits, his

happy name

By which

his rare

(as Gregory the First)

must needs be

in English memories immortal;
malgre this ungrateful heresy, to which (we hope)
he shall once be the bane.
Of the said Gregory the Great his more than
common love of our souls, we have (besides other
apostolical charity) this grateful example that His
Holiness, receiving great sums of money in those
days out of France, and having intelligence that
:
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there were dispersed through that province numbers
of English children bought as bondslaves for doing
of all drudgery for their master's profit (as the state
of servitude required), and that they lived there in
thraldom both of body and soul, unbaptised; the
blessed Father taking deep compassion of their
miserable case, specially because they were of that
nation which was then newly gained by his travail
unto Christ he wrote letters to his receiver in those
parts, that he should not make the French money
(which was there to be received) over to Rome by
exchange, but employ it in France where it was
current, upon charitable uses
specially therewith
;

;

to deliver English children from servitude, and to
bring them into Italy by troops, having good grave
priests to oversee and instruct them in the faith;
and if any dangerous sickness should fall to any
of them in the way, to baptise them. So as he did

not only procure our people's salvation at home by
sending in divers learned men to preach and teach
the Gospel, under the conduction of holy St.

Augustine our apostle; but also by education
abroad of great numbers of our nation, to his great
charges temporal. So did this renowned Pope and
Doctor for our country to bring it from paganism to
Christ,

for the

and through God prevailed and deserveth
same immortal glory both in heaven and
:

And no less truly doth Gregory the
Thirteenth for reconciling our country from heresy
deserve; both bringing up abroad great numbers
of the nation at his own charges in godly discipline,
and the same faith that the foresaid St. Gregory
earth.
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and predecessor first caused to be taught
our forefathers and also disposeth of many fit
persons endued with zeal and spiritual power, to
his patron

to

;

and

return in peaceable, humble,

apostolic

manner
and to

to their country, there to teach the deceived,

power and priestly
function to the unity of God's Church again, out of
which they are most sure to perish; and not by

reconcile

them by

spiritual

raising rebellion or tumults, as this libeller most
falsely pretendeth.

Which holy function for that they have done
(by God's great grace and goodness) with far more
fruit and increase of the Catholic religion, and
notorious damage of heresy, than Protestants feared
at the beginning
therefore have they subtlely and
falsely turned all these heroical endeavours of His
Holiness, and good offices of God's priests, into
matters of state and treason and would make all
princes and people abroad believe (that are not acquainted, as necessity hath driven us to be, with the
practice of the first Apostles and Fathers of the
primitive Church, achieving the conversion of many
cities and countries in no other sort than our
brethren most godlily and dutifully do attempt in
our nation) that all our preaching, persuading,
praying, offering sacrifice, hearing confessions, absolving, reconciling; having of beads, crosses,
images, and the like; were seditious, rebellious,
;

;

and plain conspiracy against the Queen's
Majesty and realm. Yea they would so far (if they
abuse the patience and simplicity of
could)
Christian people both of their own country and

traitorous,

VOL.
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others that they would have them think our holy
and high Pastor to have erected the two seminaries,
and other commodities of learning and godly education for our countrymen, upon no other occasion
but to move sedition and rebellion; and therefore
are so far from giving him humble thanks, as they
ought to do (and as our nation will once do, if
ever it come to itself again), that they hate his person and office for this cause most deadly; and do
publish by this libel and otherwise, that it is a work
;

of high hostility against her Majesty.
But alas
for pity, and woe be to our sins, that the state of our
commonwealth is now so nearly joined unto heresy,
that neither Christ's Vicar by charity and discipline,
nor God's priests by any office of their life and
death, can seek to remedy the one, but they shall be
accounted enemies and traitors to the other. Which
found malice yet (through our infelicity) is more
apparent in England than in any other people of the
world besides, though in error and out of God's
Church, as ours. It is the peculiar glory of Gregory
the Thirteenth above all his predecessors and other
prelates of all ages, that in so sweet and apostolic
sort he provideth for the instruction of innumerable
youths, for their own salvation,
duction of their native countries,

and for the reand entertaining

the Catholic faith in most provinces of the world.
Many are the people in the world abroad, especially
in the east, south, and north parts thereof, which
are in schism, heresy, or error no less than the

English and the incomparable care of this general
Pastor provideth for every one in the best manner
;
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well by corporal as spiritual

He

hath at this day some of the Fathers of
the Society of Jesus in Constantinople, Alexandria,
and elsewhere soever is any opportunity to gain
in Muscovia
souls in the dominions of the Turk
likewise, and other provinces addicted to the errors
of the Grecians. He hath instituted seminaries for
the Greeks, Armenians and Sclavonians; he hath
placed colleges of the Society and seminaries in
relief.

:

;

Suetia, Livonia, Polonia, Bohemia, Transylvania,
for Scotland also, and specially for the noble
province of Germany. Yea, his pastoral solicitude

reacheth even to the East Indies; where in Japan
he hath founded this last year past and maintaineth
a goodly college, not without his great expenses.
Thus he doth in the cause of Christ, from one
end of the world to another, whilst his and holy
Church's miserable adversaries waste their time in
And
wrangling and wrestling against the truth.
there is none of all these nations of what sect or
sort soever, that can be so suspicious or malicious as
to interpret His Holiness' meaning as the English
do or that conceive any fear of treasons, confederacies, invasions, or destructions of their countries,
as our men dream of.
The Germans, though all be not Catholics, but
many much altered by their unadvised following of
Martin and other as mad sectaries; yet they all
count it a singular honour and profit to their nation
that they have so famous a college in Rome itself;
as our nation did of old, when it had there a great
school, about a thousand years ago built by king
;
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and afterwards a hospital. Where now we of
England be come, by this wicked heresy, to be so
careless of our public profit and honour, that we
contemn and maliciously condemn a gift far more
Offa,

excellent than ever was bestowed upon our country
before in foreign places, and most devilishly do
hate the giver.
Wherein the heretics in this libel and otherwise
shew such ignorant and barbarous mockery touch"
"
Seminaries
ing the (term of
(as though they
were estranged from all actions of the Christian

world, throughout all which, that term and calling
so common ; namely, since the godly decree of the

is

holy Council of Trent, giving order for the erection
of such nurseries for the clergy) as it is too ridiculous in our English heretics to make themselves
as they wisely do in this libel also at the
;
"
the Pope's
Bulls," by pretty allusion as
think (but indeed with small grace) re-

sport at

it

name of
they

sembling them to the bubbles of water; with such
scornful companions the Church of God hath now
to deal.
But, for defending of the Society, semiand
the sending of priests into England, the
naries,
men of those orders and quality have age and

answer for themselves and it is done to
our hands plentifully in their Apology, which the
adversaries shall never answer with reason and
ability to

credit.

;

And

therefore of that matter enough.

CHAPTER

VII.

late wars in Ireland for religion: how the Pope
use the sword: and that the differences betwixt
temporal princes and him, or their resisting him in
some cases of their worldly interest, can be no warrant
to the Protestants to condemn his censures or authority
in matters of faith and religion.

Of the

may

BUT

the adversary objecteth that whatsoever the

Pope doth or may do

by his bulls, excomor other such
of
seminaries
institution
munications,
like spiritual endeavours, may either be contemned
or neglected by the example of her Majesty, who
regarded not his doings against her so long as he
sat still in his chair ; but when he rose up in anger,
and left " Verbum " the word, and took " Ferrum "

the sword (against St. Bernard's direct advice to

Eugenius, saith this libeller)
yea, and when conto
he
the
drew
forth the sword,
trary
Scriptures
which Christ commanded Peter to put up into the
scabbard, and invaded by his forces her Majesty's
kingdom of Ireland; then (saith this good man)
she could do no less but use such resistance by arms
and otherwise as was requisite for her own defence.
Whereat we marvel less indeed, for that before
she had contemned the Pope's spiritual rod of excommunication, and all ecclesiastical admonition
and censure, which is the high Priest's and Church's
most proper weapon; and is more to be feared of
;

all faithful

"

persons (as holy St. Augustine saith)
than to be hewed in pieces with the sword, burned
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with the fire, or torn asunder of wild beasts
and is a punishment so dreadful, that even when it
is known to be executed without just cause
by some
error or wrong information, it may not be contemned. Therefore where that was not regarded,
we know there could be no scruple to withstand any
other .'martial attempt against Pope or whomso;

ever; neither could it seem strange.
But at this all the world may wonder, and it is
marvellous in our eyes, why the Pope's hostility in
Ireland should condemn so many innocent priests

and Catholics

that never were in Ireland, nor ever
were acquainted with the action of that country, or
any other rebellion against the Queen in either of
her kingdoms. Put down to the world (if you can)
any one word, writing, or approved witness, that
any Jesuit, priest, or seminary man of all those
whom you have executed these late years, were

either authors, persuaders, or dealers therein; and
then you may have some shadow of defence for
Prove only that His Holiness ever
your justice.
communicated his doings or intentions (whatsoever
they were that way) to any one of them all, and we
will confess that you have reason in the rest.
If
Pius V. addressed Doctor Nicholas Morton sixteen
years since about the matter of the excommuni-

cation into

be deemed

England;

shall all priests and Jesuits
If Doctor Saunders

traitors therefore?

upon his own zeal and opinion of the justness
of the quarrel, or at the Pope's appointment, were
in the wars of Ireland employed for defence of the
either

Catholic religion against the Protestants

;

may you
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laws, or any other divine or human ordinance, condemn therefore to death a number that
Some
never knew either the man or the matter?
with
the
offended
to
be
have
pretence you may

by your

Pope, and perhaps lack no laws to punish the said
two Doctors, that never were either of the Society
or seminaries; but to make all the priests and
Catholics at home or in banishment traitors thereby,
it is too unreasonable
and to murder so cruelly one
;

man

for another's fault

is

too foul

and

intolerable

iniquity.

And as for His Holiness' action in Ireland, we
that are neither so wise as to be worthy, nor so
malapert, as to challenge to know his intentions,
counsel,

and

will neither

disposition, of those matters, can nor

defend nor condemn

it.

Only

this is

evident, that those small succours that were given
by him to the Irish, or rather suffered at their own

adventure to go into those wars, came upon the
importunate suit of the sore afflicted Catholics, and
some of the chiefest nobility of that country. Of

whose continual complaints, known calamities, and
intolerable distresses of conscience

and otherwise,

may be he was moved with compassion, and did
that in cause of religion (against one whom he took
it

in his

own judgment

rightly

sentence to be deposed;

and

by

his predecessor's

in a quarrel in his

most just and godly), which both her Majesty
and other temporal princes stick not to do very
sight

often towards their neighbours (with whom otherwise they pretend good amity and no breach of their

league at all) in cases which either they esteem law-
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fill,

or at least behoofful for their

own

estate

and

affairs.

And

a strange case that these men should
with such full mouth cry out against the high
Priest and Pastor of God's Church, for using the
sword, or giving his consent thereunto, against a
prince not any way his superior if no way his
subject whereas the ministers and masters of their
sects both in Flanders, Scotland and other places
do not only counsel and persuade subjects to take
arms against their own lawful princes and sacred
kings, but also do practise and in person oppose
themselves against them yea in Scotland against a
prince of their own religion.
For tell me (Sir Libeller if you please) were not
the ministers of Scotland the principal fans and
firebrands of the last conspiracy and open rebellion
against his Majesty's person and the State of that
country? Were not they in person at Stirling and
elsewhere both in field and counsel with the Earls
of Angus, Mar, and other rebels against his royal
person? Were not all their pernicious machinations
of betraying their country and their prince's blood
detected by the Earl of Gory, before his late beit is

;

;

heading for that conspiracy?

Are not Patrick

Galloway, minister of St. John's;

Andrew

Pollard,

subdean of Glasgow; James Carmichael, minister
of Haddington Andrew Hay, parson of Renfrew
;

Andrew Melvin, professor of
Andrew's, and divers other chief

;

divinity in St.
ministers of that

country, fled into England for this traitorous fact,
and there received, cherished, and protected?
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since that time, whereas in a Parliament
Edinburgh by his Majesty and all the

holclen in

three states of Scotland begone the iQth of May
last past, certain laws were amongst others enacted
restraint of

for the

authority,

and

to

these Ministers'

bring them under

tumultuous

own

their

bishops' jurisdiction (a thing so reasonable and
consonant to God's word as nothing can be more,

and practised not only

in

England among

their

fellow-sectaries, but also throughout all Christendom, disorderly and seditious Geneva only exand when these laws that were made by
cepted)
authority of the three estates, and published not
only in the Council-house called Tolbooth, but also
at the Cross of Edinburgh, by heralds at arms for
the State did not Robert Pont and Walter Baquan;

;

quel (two most impudent and rebellious ministers
of that town, by the consent and provocation of
James Lawson, chief preacher there, as afterwards

appeared) oppose themselves in public against the
King's authority (thereby to raise up some commotion) by their open protestation, made by instrument in the hands of George Wakeson, public
notary and town-clerk of that city; and did not
all

these

three

presently into

and

solency;

named

England

ministers

by night

fly

after their insufferable in-

are there received, harboured,

and

maintained?

Again in the last Parliament before this, being
about two years agone, did not these ministers (intending thereby some dangerous revolt and seditious defection) demand of their King in most
;
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be admitted into the Parliament,
whom they deny by
God's word to have any supereminent authority?
Is not this one of their articles for which their
archbishop of St. Andrew's doth withstand them;
and hath been of late in England to confer with the
Is it
Protestants of that country about the same?
not another of their articles, that it is a heresy for
"
Head of the Church "
any prince to call himself
within his own realm? and that he may be excomHave
municated and deposed by the ministers?
not they excommunicated and held out by violence
these two years and more, their archbishop of Glasgow elected by the King, named Mr. Robert Montgomery, until now, that this last Parliament of May
hath absolved and restored him unto his arch-

impudent

wise, to

as equal, or above their bishops,

bishopric again?

You exclaim

Pope being the first and
Christendom (even by your own

against the

chief prelate of all
confession) for giving his consent that anything be
done or attempted by arms and violence against

any lawful or anointed prince whatsoever be it for
religion or any other never so rightful or just cause
in his conceit
but what would these good fellows
;

;

of your Gospel do if they had his authority, his
power, and his pretence against foreign princes of
a contrary religion, seeing in quarrel of faction and
favour of rank traitors they deal thus against their
own Liege, and against their own anointed sworn
King, of their own country, blood, education and
religion; who as he never justly offended them in
any sort, so hath he by infinite favours and graces
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bound them unto him

in all most dutiful allegiance.
as in the rebellions of Scotland, so likewise in Flanders and France, hath England these

Again

;

yielded no aid to the subjects against
Have not their banners been
openly displayed upon their ancient friends' and
Have they not holden their
confederates' walls?
Have they not
towns from them by main force?
many ways stirred and succoured with men, money
and munition, the rebellious subjects of all
countries near about them?
Yea, have they not in
divers parliaments, and namely in the parliament
holden in the fifth year of her Majesty's reign,
1563, as also in another parliament in the I3th
year of her reign, 1571, published in print that
the chief confederations (moving the whole assembly of Calvinists both of the clergy and temporality gathered in those parliaments to grant those
"
"
two great subsidies ") were in respect of the in"
estimable charges
(for such is their own phrase)
sustained by the Queen in maintenance of the rebellious heretics, their dear brethren, against their
liege lords and sovereigns of France, Scotland, and
other places? Is it not now a special rule in government amongst the worldly Machiavellians, to mainlate years

their lawful princes?

tain their

own

repose by their neighbours' trouble?
all other cases, and of many not
much reprehended, for the advantage of the
temporal state of any prince, is it only so great a
marvel that the Pope should do that for zeal of true
religion, which other kings do for matters of far
If this

less

be usual in

importance?

And

if

our conjecture

may

servQ
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anything in this matter, perhaps he was the rather
ready to do this for Ireland, for that the See
Apostolic hath an old claim unto the sovereignty of
that country, and that before the covenants passed
between King John and the same See.
Which
not
challenges princes commonly yield
up, by what
soever
come.
for
this Pope
ground
they
Though
God
we
present (whom
long preserve)
may be bold
to say that he had rather have the two islands
Catholic, than the real possession of all the world
for the salvation of the people whereof, no doubt
he would spend in Apostolic wise his own blood
so great an enemy he is to our nation.
"
But the libeller saith he should use the Word "
"
and not the
Sword," according to St. Bernard's
admonition.
Well, let us then stand to that holy
Father's judgment herein, and the matter will be
more easily tried as also the fraud of this faithless
libeller, by our faithfully repeating the whole
sentence, shall be discovered, and withal the Scrip;

;

;

tures (alleged for the same purpose) expounded.
"
"
"
magis aggredere eos,
Propter hoc
(saith he)
sed verbo non ferro.
Quid tu denuo usurpare

gladium tentes, quern jussus es ponere in vaginam?
quern tamen qui tuum negat, non satis mihi videtur
attendere verbum Domini dicentis sic; Converte
gladium tuum in vaginam. Tuus ergo et ipse, tuo
forsitan nutu, etsi non tua manu evaginandus
alioquin si nullo modo ad te pertineret, et is, dicentibus Apostolis, Ecce duo gladii hie non respond:

:

isset

Dominus,

satis est,

sed nimis

ergo Ecclesiae, et spiritualis

est.

scilicet

Uterque
gladius

et
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materialis; sed is quidem pro Ecclesia, ille vero
ab Ecclesia exercendus est ille Sacerdotis is militis
manu; sed sane ad nutum sacerdotis "et jussum
For that
Imperatoris." That is in our tongue:
cause thou shouldst the rather set upon them, marry
;

with the word, not with the sword.
Why seekest
sword
which
thou
wast comto
the
thou again
usurp
into
scabbard?
Which
sword
to
the
manded put up
to
denieth
to
for all that, whosoever
thee,
appertain
seemeth to me not to mark the word of our Lord
'

thus speaking
Return thy sword into its scabbard.'
Therefore even the sword is thine, at thy
:

beck perhaps to be drawn, though not by thine own
hand; for otherwise if it should no way belong to
thee, when the apostles said to Christ,
Lo, two
swords here,' he would not have answered them
that it was enough, but that it had been too much.
Therefore, both the swords belong to the Church,
the spiritual and material but the material is to be
used for the Church, the other by the Church. The
spiritual by the hand of the priest, the other by
the hand of the soldier and commandment of the
emperor, but at the priest's appointment." So far
this holy Father in the very place alleged by the
'

;

adversary.

Whereby we see that though it be not always
comely nor commendable for priests, which should
be the authors and persuaders of peace to all
princes and people, to be given to blood, wars and
(especially by their own hands) ; or
without great cause to use external force and
violence against offenders; yet the sword may be

destruction
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their defence, and is to be drawn according to their counsel and direction.
Whereunto we add further, that though the

drawn for

apostles were

taught and

counselled evangelical

meekness by that metaphor of putting up the
swords, and had prescribed to them a sweeter form
of governing their flock than the heathen or other
temporal powers use towards their subjects yet all
temporal or corporal punishment was not thereby
prohibited to the rulers of the Church. As we see
by the example of St. Peter himself, who, after the
said prohibition, did not only feed with the word,
but struck also corporally even to death Ananias
and Saphira. Which as he might do lawfully by
miracle, so his successors now may do the like by
;

ordinary justice.
for that the said

Which example we

use the rather

Bernard useth it for proof of
"
the very same matter, when he saith:
Qui locum
Petri tenet, potest uno ictu extinguere Ananiam;
St.

Simonem Magum." " He
Peter's room may with a word
uno,

and

at

that occupieth St.

destroy Ananias
one word, extinguish Simon Magus."

;

And

to

the next epistle before that, speaking also
"
Ad hoc enim
Eugenius the Pope, he saith thus
:

constitutus es super gentes et regna, ut evellas et
"
"
destruas ; ut aedifices et plantes
For that end
:

thou constituted over nations and kingdoms;
that thou mayest pluck up and build and plant, etc."
Wherein, as in other execution of justice, though
the Pope as a mortal man may sometimes do things
out of season, and without good success ; even then,
when the cause he would advance is most godly
art
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in the first of the Machabees
unfortunate
against the
fight
priests'
rule
a
to
make
this
yet
general
(as this
heathen)
libeller doth) that the Pope may no ways use the
sword for defence of justice or religion, is most
false and absurd.
The true way of defence for English Protestants
in this case touching the wars of Ireland, and for
impugnation of the Pope concerning his allowing
or assisting the same, should be (in my opinion)
not to affirm absolutely (as our fond and most
ignorant libeller doth) that the Pope may no way
fight or take arms at all (for that is against a known
truth; and not only we, but all Catholics in the
world will therein stand against him) but rather
for condemnation of His Holiness' actions, to prove
that his cause was not just; her Majesty not to
stand rightly excommunicate not any way to be a
heretic, as Pius V. declared: and consequently her
subjects in no case to remain absolved from their
oath and obedience of which points we may not at
all dispute, seeing our defence is only general, that
the Pope may in some cases excommunicate; for
some causes deprive; and in many respects fight

and lawful
of

(as

we read

the

;

;

;

:

and wage war

And

it

for religion.

may be

would never deny

thought that the Protestants
but in regard of their own

this,

particular interest in some private case only. For
they will not affirm, neither doth it displease them
(as we think) that Pius V., the last Pope, was an
author of the late league and wars against the Turk,

and had also

his captains

and banners displayed
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renowned battle against him by the same.
Against whose arms the Turk notwithstanding
in that

might as well have alleged the Scriptures, as now
our Protestants do, to make him put up his sword.
For in truth if it be lawful for him to occupy his
forces which God hath given him, against the
heathen, that be in no way under his jurisdiction;
much more may he employ them against those whom
he accounteth as rebels to the Church, which be
properly under his correction; first, in respect of

and then secondly, of their temporal
as is requisite to their souls' good.
so
far
goods;
All which is most true, even in consideration of
their souls,

his priestly and Apostolical function only; as is
plain in Phinees, whose priesthood was established

enemies of God to
But further marking
of God's people have been

his zealous pursuing the

upon

death with his

own hand.

that the high priests

lightly in all ages temporal princes also, and judges
of the world, not only in spiritual but in worldly

there can no doubt remain but they
use their forces temporal to the maintenance

affairs too;

may

of justice.

Melchisedech the exemplar of our new priesthood, was both a priest and a king and always in
the law of nature, the eldest of the principal stocks
were both kings and high priests; as St. Jerome
;

So is it plain that Noah, Abraham,
Jacob and the like, had the rule spiritual
and temporal over their families and people. And
so likewise in the law, Moses was both the high
Heli
temporal officer, and also a chief priest.
witnesseth.
Isaac,
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in temporal, but spiritual causes

together.

Finally,

the

Machabees,

Simeon and

others, were both
godly high priests, wise judges in politic, and valiEven so, the chief
ant captains in martial affairs.

Judas, Jonathas,

Bishops of Christ's Church, our supreme Pastors
earth, by God's providence and by the grants of
our first most Christian emperors and kings, and
by the humble and zealous devotion of the faithful
princes and people afterwards, have their temporal

on

dominions, and patrimonies, whereby they
hold and possess the same, and are
thereby lawful princes temporal, and may most
rightfully by their sovereignty make wars in their
own or other men's just quarrel, as occasion shall
states,

most

justly

urge them thereunto.
And whatsoever the enemies of God's Church
and See Apostolic do bark or blaspheme against the
Pope's high pre-eminence in these things (as they
do no less indeed against all spiritual sovereignty)
there is no king nor man in Christendom that hath
better title to his state, or so many years of prescription 'for rightful possession; or so long and
sure protection from God, in such infinite mutability
of states and kingdoms ; or such great likelihood of

constancy and continuance, as hath the temporal
See Apostolic. For, as for the spiritual
function and power thereof it shall not fail till the
day of judgment, though (to use St. Augustine's
words) heretics never cease to bay and bark on
every hand round about it.
As these human succours of temporal things be
state of the
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often necessary for the Church's peaceable regiment, and the double honour due to the chief
Pastors of our souls so the free gift of such things
;

by devout princes and people is marvellously commended in the example of Barnabas and others,
who out of devotion sold their lands and goods,
and dedicated the price thereof to God's Church
by the disposition of the Apostles, humbly laying
the same down at their feet. As on the other side,,
the profane persons that disdain such honours and
livelihoods of the Church, and seek to defraud her
of the same, may be warned by the terrible death
of Ananias and Saphira, which they suffered by
St. Peter's word, for their like sacrilegious fact and
conceit.
For if these were thought worthy to be
thus excommunicated (seeing it was excommunication according to St. Augustine's judgment) and
withal were so extremely punished corporally for
withholding (upon pretence perhaps of a little
better consideration of their necessity to come) a
piece only of that which they promised to God

and yet was not
bestowed
how
much
more
do they deserve
actually
excommunication and death, or rather damnation
perpetual, that endeavour to spoil the Mother and
Mistress of all Churches in the world of her prebefore, in the Church's behalf,
;

rogative and patrimony; and sacrilegiously to rob
her not of some part of their own gifts, but of all
that by the devotion of others, the first and most
faithful princes, hath been for the honour of Christ
his chief Apostle, with great alacrity and good

and
will

bestowed that way.

The which alms and patri-
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mony dispensed by the godly prudence and charity
of the Apostolic Bishops redoundeth more to the
avail of God's Church and the poor thereof, to
Christ's honour, and to the benefit of all Christianity
(be it spoken without comparison and to the honour
of God alone), than any temporal prince's patrimony living, though many of their worldly abilities
be far greater than any Pope's are or ever have
been. Which every indifferent man that beholdeth
the immortal works of charity which this one
blessed Pope hath done in the days of his High
Priesthood, must of necessity confess.
Whereof we thought meet
in this place;

to

make some mention

for that both other Protestants are

ashamed to accuse the Holy See of robbery
and rapine in getting and holding the temporal state
which now it hath so many ages occupied to the
not

great honour of God, as also for that this libeller
often glanceth at some injuries which he pretendeth
to have been done by the Pope's tyrannous and excessive power, as he termeth it, to the princes of the
case; sometimes seditiously and
subtlely suggesting to the Emperor, and other the
greatest and best kings of Christendom, to abridge

world in

this

power; sometimes craftily commending them,
upon a devilish and deceitful fiction of his own, that

his

they only tolerate his title and jurisdiction for a
time and of policy, so far as they see it is not prejudicial to their own states
otherwise neither caring
;

for his curses, excommunications, canons, nor commandments, no more than the Protestant princes
do,

who have withdrawn from him

in their states
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all,

both temporal emoluments and spiritual pre-

rogatives

.

Of which

restraint, limitation, or plain

contempt

power and censures, the writer
allegeth certain examples of divers Catholic kings
and countries, that the English may seem to have
done no new thing in this their shameful revolt
of the

Pope's

from the See

and contempt of the eccleand excommunication. Which this

Apostolic,

siastical curse

profane atheist affirmeth none but the simple people
to fear or care for; wise men and princes to have
no scruple or conscience at all in such matters, but

by arms all laws and ordinance as they list.
For proof whereof he bringeth (to no purpose)
how divers kings of France have by their laws prag-

to resist

matic restrained the Popes of divers claims, prerogatives and profits how they in England in old
time limited and abridged his jurisdiction by the
"
"
law specially called Praemunire
how the noble
feared
not
their curses
the
Fifth
Charles
emperor
when by his captains he beseiged, took, and sacked
Rome, imprisoned and ransomed the Pope himself
how his son the King Catholic now reigning nothing respected excommunication when his army was
led before Rome walls by the conduction of the Duke
of Alva; how King Henry the Seventh resisted
;

;

;

the trade in alum] ; and his niece
(as much as she was devoted to
religion) withstood him in favour of her

the Pope in

[?

Queen Mary herself

the Roman
cousin Cardinal Pole against Doctor Peto about a
Cardinal's hat
the bringer of which hat and the
Eulls for the said Peto she did forbid to enter the
;
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realm, commanding them to be stayed at Calais
and finally that Cardinal Pole himself having the
Queen for him in the cause, had no fear to disobey
the Pope's commandments, and his threatened excommunications and curses but continued Legate
and made the other poor Peto, being an Observant
Thus much in sense
friar, to go a-begging still.
;

;

saith the libeller in defence of their resistance

of

the Pope, and contempt of his censures.
But look attentively into the particular reasons
and examples of this his discourse, and you shall
find nothing but fraud and falsehood.
First, it is

a most impious and godless conceit that the
Emperor, and other great kings and potentates of
Christendom either of old or at this present, have
suffered or do yet endure the Pope to command or
have jurisdiction in their countries only for some
respects in policy, and so far as they list, rather than

upon conscience and for religion ; when it is certain
that his spiritual authority and high prelacy over
all faithful princes and people (as instituted by

deduced out of the Scriptures, apdecrees
of ancient Councils, testimonies
proved by
of all the old Doctors, and by both imperial and
national laws of the Christian world) is acknowledged in conscience of all Catholic kings that have
been, or yet be within the happy unity of holy
Church.
And it is a most shameless slander of
their sacred Majesties, that this atheist would make
Christ, clearly

the world believe that pretending conscience, devotion, religion

and

sincerity in their obedience to

the See Apostolic, they do all indeed of policy.

As
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well might this Machiavellian bear men in hand
that the Christian religion is no otherwise admitted
in

commonwealths but so far forth as it serveth for
and the advancement of the prince or tem-

policy,

And God

grant this be not the mark
politics shoot at ; much it
is to be feared that it is our English ell and
analogy of faith for measure of all actions. And
certes to no other end they use their pretended
ministry, and new clergy of their creation, occupy"
with
ing them to entertain and amaze the people
"
the word of the Lord
whilst they accomplish
poral state.

that our Protestants

and

;

their worldly and wicked intentions ; as apparent it
is that the good author of this libel would not, if

he were a prince (as such be too near princes'
elbows these days) admit either Peter, Paul or
Christ Himself, into any jurisdiction either spiritual
or temporal within his realm, nor would be deprived or excommunicated by any of them more
than now by the Pope nor further deal with them
;

than his advantage and policy requireth.
And indeed by the means of such lycurgians as
this we have in England new laws against all claim
of jurisdiction spiritual or temporal, that can be
made by any person whomsoever, born out of the
realm. Which (no question) might exclude Christ
and His Apostles no less than their successors, being
as well foreigners as they.
Wherein it seemeth
that
to
be
noted
this
crafty politic putteth
singularly
no difference betwixt spiritual regiment and temporal;

yea rather taketh away

jurisdiction,

calling, in this

all

ecclesiastical

his pestiferous libel
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(which you shall not as we think read in any other
of the heretics' writings of these days) the Queen's
spiritual power, which she challengeth against the
Pope's supremacy, her REGALITY; seeking by all
means possible, wholly to extinguish the hierarchy
and prelacy of Christ's Church; and concluding
all in kingly authority.
Whereby, as also by the
which
they foolishly in the sight of wise
scriptures
"
That
but
to
the
men,
simple persuasively allege
all men must obey the king as the chief or pre"
cellent
they exclude Peter from his high
spiritual function, which he had in the time of Nero,
and give unto the said Nero as his regality no less
than now they yield both papal and all other
:

;

bishoply and ecclesiastical authority in England to
"
the Queen, as a piece of her
Regality."
As though there were no difference between a
As though there were no disking and a priest.
tinction betwixt Christ's Body mystical, and a body
As though Christ
politic or human commonwealth.
had given his said Body, Spouse and spiritual Commonwealth to be governed either unto kings and
emperors (who were then and some hundred years
afterwards, persecutors of His Church and faith,
"
"
large, whole, and perfect
Regality
faithful prince hath) ; or unto Christian

and yet had as
as any

kings afterwards, who are by receiving Christ's
sweet yoke and faith made children and members
of the Church, and not heads thereof. As though
our Saviour had not in His time appointed special
officers for the regiment of His Church; or the
Holy Ghost afterwards not placed apostles, pre-
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lates, pastors, and doctors, to
to the end of the world.

govern the same even

This devilish confusion of things, and attributing
sovereignty to the temporal prince and
power, which the scripture calleth for distinction
"
sake
Humanam creaturam," (if it be permitted)
will take away the very life and essence of the
Church of God, and of all religion, and will plane
the way to Antichrist, who shall by the title of his
"
"
only
Regality
destroy (if it be possible) all
and
power spiritual
temporal, and set himself to be
adored above whatsoever is named in heaven or
all spiritual

earth.

Woe be to our nation and to the sins of our
people which God hath suffered to be the first
example of this abominable converting of the
spiritual power and regiment of our souls into our
And fie on this godless libeller
King's Regality.
his profane intention; that by the defence of
this special turpitude of our kings and country, so
foully slandereth also other most godly princes,
with his shameful surmise that they do but permit
in their dominions the Pope's authority of policy,
and no further than is for their advantage. Whose
impudent calumniation may easily be refuted by
their Majesties' zealous devotion, and most sincere
obedience to His Holiness in all matters of faith
and

and

religion (wherein his superiority specially and
properly consist eth) ; by their daily royal offices
done against heretics for defence of the Roman See

and

faith

;

and by open profession of the same both
and deaths; by their continual re-

in their lives
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the enemies thereof to their infinite
yea and often to the hazard of their
persons, crowns and dominions by the due observation of the holy decrees of the See Apostolic
as far as the great looseness of this time, and the
manifold importunity of heretics and atheists will
permit; by exact justice done in many of their
kingdoms upon the rebels of the Church and Holy
sistance of

charge;

;

See; and finally, by their continual intelligence
with His Holiness in all their affairs of conscience
and religion and the use of all his spiritual graces,
indulgences, and benedictions with as great humility as the poorest Catholic man in the world.
But the adversaries telleth us for all this that
divers princes and countries before named have
abridged, limited, and resisted the Pope's doings
and authority. To which we say, that in such cases
we should not stand always upon examples, but
rather on reason and law.
For a man might say
;

that

Herod

killed

John the Baptist; Philip made

away Babylas; Theodosius banished St. Chrysostom; Constance persecuted Athanasius;
King
Henry of England caused to be murdered his Primate and holy Metropolitan Thomas of Canterbury and many more have resisted the bishops and
pastors of their own souls, whereof divers have
been sorry, and sore repented their iniquities afterwards, as our King Henry the Second amongst
Whose examples may not be made a rule
other.
how kings should behave themselves towards their
God forbid
No 'more in this other kind
prelates.
we now speak of, need we to allow all the prag;

!
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matics, praemunires, or other national decrees

and

provisions which every particular prince hath made,
or may make (though in conscience Catholic) by
which the Pope's jurisdiction and pre-eminences in

some

sort

and

in

some

are

cases

abridged and

limited.

As on the other side again, we neither need
nor will condemn the same; because they be not
of things more spiritual, but either plain temporal
or mixed; such as had either by the prince's laws,
or custom of countries, been granted of devotion
to the See Apostolic before, and afterwards upon
farther consideration by the difference of times, or
of less devotion, revoked, upon pretence of preservation of the temporal state ; and benefiting particular provinces, unto which the emoluments and large
privileges yielded before to the chief bishop and

other of the clergy, might seem some hindrance or
else were of that nature that the supreme Bishop
might indeed of reason challenge, as things incident to his high office, and requisite for the better
administration of the same; but yet not such for
all that as were necessarily or by divine laws ap;

pertaining directly to his spiritual regiment and
jurisdiction; and therefore might by his wisdom
either be tolerated (as

many

things in this case

be which he alloweth not) for avoiding of scandals,
or for other detriment of souls or by composition
;

(for the better retaining princes

and provinces

in

ecclesiastical peace) be condescended and agreed
unto ; the limitation or ammunition of his accidental
rights, honours,

and pre-eminences, nothing seemed
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him as the salvation and preserkingdoms and countries in the unity of
Christ's faith and Church.
There is no human prerogative, be it holden

so material unto

vation of

never so rightly, or given never so justly for the
honour of Christ and his high office, but he may
either himself for just causes yield it up ; or by violence either of persecutors or carnal and worldly

Only his pre-eminpersons be bereaved thereof.
ence and prelacy over our souls and over all Christian countries and persons, be they public or private; and whatsoever our Saviour granted to the
Prince of the Apostles (upon whom He builded
His whole Church, and to whom and to his successors He gave the keys of heaven; with full commission to bind, loose, punish, pardon, feed, confirm in faith, decide and determine, etc.) this he
cannot yield ; this can no earthly power take from
him ; this doth no Catholic king or country restrain
him of; neither ever were there any laws made
in France, Spain, or in our own country (so long
as it was Catholic) for abridging his apostolical
and mere spiritual authority in the premises.

Though otherwise, as it falleth out in a man's
person, wherein (as the Apostle writeth and as we
all feel) the flesh resisteth the spirit, and contrariwise the spirit the flesh; each one of them seeking after a sort to enlarge his own limits and commodities by some hindrance of the other; which

combat and conflict notwithstanding, is either tolerable or not damnable so long as the inferior, which'
is the flesh, by over greedy appetite of her own
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advancement, destroyeth not the superior, which is
so doubtless in a Christian common-

the soul:

wealth, the spiritual and temporal state being joined
together as it were in one body, must needs keep

some moderate

strife

and combat

for maintenance

of either of their limits in external regiment which
may be borne withal of each side, so long as neither
part seeketh over obstinately the destruction of the
other, but do agree and conjoin in preservation of
;

the principal.

But where the body politic (as it is now in our
miserable country) by intolerable disorder doth
strive not so much with the See Apostolic and Body
mystical of Christ for things either indifferent or
not merely necessary to the spiritual regiment, but
by evident rape and violence against the laws of
God and man, bereaveth Christ's Vicar of his whole
sovereignty, high Priesthood and Prelacy and the
Catholic Church of all the rights and dowries which
our Master her Spouse endowed her withal; and
;

tyrannically draweth all to the Prince's Regality
altering by the authority thereof the whole faith

and true worship of God into abominable apostacy,
schism, and desolation; there the libeller can find
no example in any Christian laws or countries
throughout the world, in any age, to prove his purpose; though vainly and impertinently he alleges
these Concordats of France and other nations; as
also the compositions of England with the Pope,
or what orders and laws soever besides, either lawful or unlawful, concerning restraint of any Papal
or ecclesiastical power; which serve nothing at all
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for defence of the late English general and most
impudent revolt from the unity of God's Catholic

and Apostolic Church.
Many things might the worldlings of our country
even in Catholic times attempt for their own advantage against the commodities of the Church.
Our kings and others, in times of dissension with
certain Popes of their days, might drive the weaker
to unequal conditions, and serve their own ambitious humours to the Church's disadvantage. Some
laws might also pass by the powerableness of
princes in their own dominions, the See Apostolic

them which though they
were not directly against any point of faith or religion, yet might be very prejudicial to the state
ecclesiastical and liberties of holy Church; as the
"
"
law of
was, which is mentioned by
premunire
the adversary; against which divers Popes (especially Gregory the Eleventh and Martin the Sixth)
utterly reclaiming against

;

opposed themselves earnestly and dealt with King
Edward the Third and Henry the Sixth for abrogating the same which they both promised to do,
but never did; and consequently it remaineth still
in its first unconscionable force (if the makers had
any such meaning as their followers have found
for that it may by calumnious interpretation
out)
be used at the only pleasure of the prince, to the
confiscation of all Churchmen's goods, imprisonment of their persons, and destruction of the whole
clergy; whereof King Henry the Eighth, in the
;

;

;

beginning of his schism, gave a horrible example.
Which iniquity the libeller himself is not ashamed
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commend, and

to

propound

to other princes for

imitation.

These injustices and the like may be by some
kings committed and are (as we have said) for
peace and charity's sake borne by them who are
taught by their Master,, and by the Apostolical
bishops of the primitive Church, to set more by one
soul than by all the honours, goods, and privileges
in the world otherwise.
So that, God be honoured,
whether causes at the first instance, or by appeal
only be deferred to the Court of Rome or no;
whether the Pope, prince, clergy, or people, appoint the pastors or no (a thing diversely used in
divers ages) ; the Church can bear all, and turn
all to good, so long as the true faith and substance
of ecclesiastical jurisdiction be not destroyed.
Wherein yet this may be comfortable to all
obedient children of the Church, and worthy to be
considered of discreet persons ; that in all, or surely
in most part of such limitations,, restraints diminishings, or alteration of the Pope's and Church's
authority, things have afterwards so fallen out that
wise men heartily wish no change ever had been
made. And for the evidence thereof we refer all
men to the pondering of this one point specially
among many, concerning the nominations and elections of bishops, abbots, and other prelates;
whether the world went not as well when such
things passed canonical election, or the Pope's provision, as it hath done since, or hereafter is like
to do.
At the beginning of such alterations men
pretended reasons for the particular Church's
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commodities of sundry nations, which a few years'
experience, and the event of things, have in most
matters controlled.

But were

it

well or evil,

it

can neither be example

or warrant to our present country to destroy abbeys,
kill the religious, murder God's priests, imprison
all the sacred persons of bishops throughout the

realm; to hate, blaspheme, abolish all authority
and jurisdiction of Apostolical yea and to make a
"
That God
solemn public prayer in the litany,
would deliver our country from the Pope," instead
of that which the whole Christian world devoutly
;

"

singeth

cum

et

and sayeth daily:
Ut Dominum Apostoliomnes ecclesiasticos ordines in sancta reli-

1
Would any man think
gione conservare digneris."
that either they should fall to such barbarousness,
or to such impudency, as to defend so gross impiety
by the examples of other Catholic kings, countries and times, in the cases aforesaid?
Or can it be possible they could imagine the
difference between King Henry the Seventh and the
Pope that then was, about [? the trade in alum],
should warrant her Majesty that now is, or her
counsellors, to stand against the high priest of God,
and to go to law with him for his spiritual Prelacy?
What a gross-head is this libeller, or rather what a
deceitful person (for he cannot be so rude as not
to know the difference of things so far distant) that
allegeth the wars sometimes fallen out betwixt cer-

tain
1

and

"

Popes and princes about their temporal interThat Thou wouldst deign to preserve the Apostolic Lord

all ecclesiastical

rulers in holy religion."
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So

prove that Catholic kings care not for the
or
that themselves may resist him by arms,
Pope;
and contemn his authority in matters of faith and
est, to

religion.

Wherein his examples also are very evil chosen,
when he goeth about to make us believe that Charles
the Fifth cared not for the Pope's excommunication and curse, because his soldiers under the conduction of Bourbon committed horrible violence

and

villainy in the city of

ness, the cardinals,
there as their prey.

and

Rome

Where

against His holi-

whom

they found
the
said noble
indeed

all other

Emperor, though then very young, yet was neither
consenting thereunto nor had any knowledge of the
disorder till it was done, purging himself thereof
afterwards to the Pope very humbly and the said
Bourbon author of that wicked enterprise, by God's
mighty hand and judgment, and for a sign how
;

highly that impious fact displeased His divine
Majesty, was slain suddenly, and as it is thought the
Let
first of all other upon the wall of the suburbs.
all those that take such examples take heed of the
like ends.
As for the loyalty of the most Catholic King that
now is of Spain to the See Apostolic notwithstanding what temporal differences soever have fallen,
-or may fall out between them, it were so much idleness to stand upon, against this fond wrangler. And
the Duke of Alva, his Majesty's general, behaved
himself even at that time when he had his army before Rome (as well of his own singular devotion
;

as by his king's commandment) most religiously
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without any violence in the world,

to the city, other than the waste of a

few places of pleasure, vines, and orchards about
the walls; for which this giood fellow with whom
we deal maketh much moan (as it seemeth) where
indeed he would rather have wished the whole city
both sacked and sunk for devotion.
But these princes (saith he) cared not for the
;

Pope's curses when they thus pursued their claims
both by arms and law. The truth is, that the Pope
excommunicateth not every one that either resisteth
him in temporal goods or matter of emoluments of
their peculiar churches or countries, whether it be by
laws or arms and therefore there is no cause why
in such cases where no censures are usually pub"
lished this libeller should say:
They regard no
curses, nor anathematizings, etc." Neither then also
when the injury done to Holy Church or Apostolic
See seemeth so evident to the Popes that there may
appear some reasonable cause of excommunicating
the impugners, and the parties so censured in the
contrary side, upon persuasion of their right, do
not
persist notwithstanding in the defence thereof
then (I say) do they contemn the censure (as is
untruly conceived by the adversary), but rather abstaining from the holy sacraments, and company of
such as to them by law are forbidden, do use humble means towards His Holiness for his better information in the cause and do seek that the matter may be ended by good order of composition,
or arbitrament of other princes and godly persons.
Or if (in such causes of strife for worldly commodi;

;

;

VOL. n.
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ties,

where the temporal prince may sometimes
have the right on his side, or seem to himself

either

in conscience, or

and

by the judgment of godly, learned

men

to have it) we grant that he
without fear of censures, by arms or otherwise
pursue his just claim without impeachment of his
obedience in spiritual affairs may therefore sacri-

indifferent

may

;

legious persons, as heretics, apostates, and open
obstinate offenders, contemn at their pleasures, and
violently resist the sentence of holy Church?
there is no match in these matters.

What

No,

the late Queen Mary of England stayed
the messenger of the Pope bringing a discharge of
the late renowned Cardinal Pole from his authority
legatine; and a cardinal's hat for a person (though
very godly) yet known to be unfit, till His Holiness
might be better informed of the man and of the
whole matter; as immediately he was, with all
diligence and humility, by the said most devout
Princess; should this be an example or encouragement to others of plain disobedience and
revolt? Or wholly to abandon the Pope's authority,
if

to invest a woman (which is against nature) in
supremacy and spiritual charge over all her
subjects' souls? No, surely; no more than of reason
it should have served her Majesty's Council
(sitting
once in consultation together of the case) to deny
entrance to the Nuncio Apostolico sent by Pius the
Fourth about the third year of her Highness' reign
to require and beseech her in God to send some of

and
his

her learned men to the general Council of Trent
then in hand, as most other great potentates of
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Christianity did, bringing with him a safe conduct
for their peaceable passage, audience, and enter-

tainment; notwithstanding their contrary religion

and faction.
So did the English Council then make

their advantage of that unlike fact of the late noble Queen,
at once both to maintain their unlike separatioa

from the Christian world and the fellowship of
other Catholic kings; as also (and that perhaps
especially) to cover the ignorance, fear, and inof their superintendents; who though
her Majesty and others of the nobility were well
inclined to send some of them for the honour of
the realm; yet for fear of burning (as they pretended) but indeed for fear of the Catholics' learning and their own shame, the good fellows made

sufficiency

the suit under hand they could, that none might
be enforced thither.
And so at length it was
agreed; and moreover, that His Holiness' ambassador should not so much as be heard, or suffered
all

to

come within the realm; upon

say) of the foresaid unlike

the warrant (I
example of the former

Queen Mary.

Which also serveth them further ever since, not
only to renounce all the old authority, power, and
interest of the See Apostolic over our country, and
to make the chief Bishop thereof a mere stranger*
as other worldly princes of the provinces about us,
that have nothing to do with our affairs (whose
messengers yet and ambassadors for needful intercourse and mutual intelligence by the law of nations
they willingly admit, either in peace or wars as

S4
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but also to make him a Devil,
occasion serveth)
an Antichrist, and worse than the Turk himself,
whose messengers (as the world seeth) may have
audience with them, and good correspondence;
;

whereas the Pope can have none. Whereby is discovered the misery of wicked heresy, and the extreme hatred that rebellious children do bear to
their mother, whom they unhappily have forsaken,

and

obstinately resist to their

this shall

be

sufficient to

unreasonably

this

own

perdition.

And

show how wrongfully and

libeller

hath sought to defend

their English general revolt from the Church of
of Rome; and their contempt of His Holiness'

censures, by the examples of some Catholic princes'
differences and worldly debates with certain Popes

and

prelates of the same
ferent nature and quality

upon matter of far diffrom faith and religion.
;

CHAPTER

VIII.

That the separation of the Prince and Realm from the
unity of the Church and See Apostolic, and fall from
the Catholic religion, is the only cause of all the present
fears and dangers that the State seemeth to stand in.
And that they unjustly attribute the same to the Pope's
Holiness, or Catholics; and untruly call them enemies
of the Realm.

JEROBOAM,

for

the

better

establishing

of

his

sovereignty over the ten tribes, thought it a high
policy to divide the temporal lot and partage, which
by God's appointment was fallen unto him, from all
communion and society with the other remaining
in Jewry,

and serving

And

their

Lord

in the

temple at

therefore instituted for himself

Jerusalem.
and his people strange gods, new ways of worship ,
other unordered base priests, and several places to
serve in and all upon this human imagination, that
if his people at their sundry appointed times should
go up to the Temple to do their sacrifice and other
rites according to the law; as also converse with
the priests and people of the other party, and be
subject to them in matters of conscience and religion as they were bound; that then they might
easily be induced or much tempted to return to
Solomon's successors in Jerusalem again and that
1

;

;

being subject to him only in temporal
and
not in religion, he might seem to be
matters,
but half a king. Yea, as at this day our Protestants (for flattering the person whom hereby they
will ruin) use often to say of our ancient kings of
his people
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England and of other Catholic countries abroad,
that they were but half kings in their own realms,
if we compare their authorities with the ample regality of her Majesty now reigning; whose jurisdiction extendeth above the old wont, to all causes

no less than temporal.
so
Well,
thought Jeroboam then,

spiritual

and so did he
and was (no doubt) most highly commended for
;

the device by his politics that were about him. But
yet this thing v/hich was esteemed so prudently
done for preservation of his state, was after as well
by the mouth of God's prophet, as by the miserable event of things, proved within a very few years,
to be the only destruction of his whole house, and
perpetual calamity of his people.
The secular prudence of the children of this
world compared to the true wisdom of the godly,
and resisting any way the course of virtue and salvation, is found in fine always deficient, and in
truth folly. But it never appeareth so weak, deceit-

ful and pernicious as when it opposeth itself to the
ordinance of God, to the force of His Spirit and
truth, and to the Spouse, Kingdom and Priesthood
of Christ.
In which case the giant's building of
Babel prevailed not the proposition of Achitophel
was dashed; the purpose of Herod for murdering
of Christ in his cradle, lest he should bereave him
of his crown ; and of the Jews afterwards in prosecuting his death to save their state and country from
the Romans, was turned to their own destruction.
Saul found how hard it was to spurn against the
;

spur.

Julianus cried out

"

Vicisti Galilee," that
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"

hast the victory of me, Man of Galilee
(so that apostate of contempt called Christ) ; and
finally, true it will ever prove, that there is no

is

Thou

counsel against God, nor no long peace to any that
resist

Him.

And

therefore those princes

and people only

to

world and in the next, and
their States alone lawful and durable, that have
learned faithfully to submit their sceptres to
be happy both in

this

sweet yoke; and to join their terrene
kingdoms with the Priesthood and Spouse of Him
by Whom all kings do reign ; of Whose Church it
is said long sithence by the Prophet, and proved
by the experience of all ages, that the nation and
people that serveth her not shall perish ; whosoever
hear and obey her not must be accounted as
ethnics whosoever despise her and her governors,
despise Christ Himself; whosoever refuse her regiment and superiority, specially for matters of faith
and religion, and would rather have a king over
them to lead both their body and souls; do not so
much refuse to be ruled by God's priests, as they
reject Christ Himself, being not contented that He
should reign over them.
Finally, whosoever do
Christ's

;

give to Caesar that which is due to God, preposterously preferring the temporal prerogative of

worldly princes before the spiritual power of the
of the new Testament; directly do repine
against God's ordinance, and shall at length prove
priests

(with what human prowess, power, or prudence soever they sustain their factions) that they have unevenly and unadvisedly matched their combat.
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The house they impugn is founded upon an impregnable rock; there is no tempest of heathen,
heretical, or domestical persecution, nor no storms
of weather or water that can overthrow it; hell
itself and the powers thereof cannot prevail against

And

end

that the Menroths and other
Giants
of our country mistake us
evangelical
nor
in their desperate conthemselves
not,
beguile
tradiction against the City of God; St. Augustine
telleth them, it is the See and succession of the
it.

to the

new

Church of Rome which is so invincibly guarded.
"
These be his words
Count the priests from the
:

very See of Peter, and in that order of Fathers who
and to whom hath succeeded that same is the rock
which the proud gates of hell do not overcome."
The chosen corner stone of this building is, by
the prophets and by Christ's own declaration such,
;

as

shall be broken, and on
Not
shall crush him in pieces.

whoever falleth upon

whom

it

falleth

it

it

only the faith of Peter by our Lord's own promise
and protection being infallible, but the Apostolical
regiment, by the assistance of the Holy Ghost, shall
Which hath
endure to the end of the world.
and
borne
down
her
constancy
already
by
patience
all the heathen emperors, against whom the high
throne of Christ's Priesthood in earth, and tribunal
of faith and religion, was placed and preserved
by the mighty arm of God in the very chief city and
seat of their empire for divers hundreds years together after Christ's ascension notwithstanding all
the human means of worldly policy or tyrannical
cruelty that could be devised or exercised against
;
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Those great monarchs in that time more
doubting and fearing the Popes in their poverty
and persecution, and more loth to have them in
their own city of Rome so near them (if they could
have chosen) than any other powerable competitor
them.

or emulator of their empire; as St. Cyprian saith
of Decius the Emperor in regard of Pope Cornelius,
who was therefore afterwards (as all other his predecessors before him) martyred.
By the same promise and like assistance of the

Holy Ghost the same See hath worn out all the old
heretics, of far greater power, pride, and learning,
than these Protestants be; sustained not only by
some particular princes of certain provinces, but by
divers most mighty emperors, persecuting the
Catholic bishops, priests and others, through the
whole Roman world as heavily as now some smaller
princes Protestant do within the bounds of their
dominions only. The same See hath gone through
all other distresses, foreign and domestical
standeth and flour isheth now (notwithstanding all the
threats, molition and machination of her forsakers)
in all virtue, strength and glory. Never more loved,
honoured and regarded of the Catholic kings in the
world. Never more reverenced and obeyed of the
Church's children; never more feared of her forAs we may see by the desperate and most
sakers.
;

obstinate course they take in our poor afflicted
country not so much thinking to defend themselves
:

by the daily shedding of most innocent men's blood,,
as basely to wreak their unquenchable anger at the
See of Rome, which they fear must be the instru-
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ment of

Christ's

rod of

justice

towards them in time,

for forsaking the fellowship thereof in Christian
faith and religion.
Themselves doubting that the
stroke of this excommunication (so often revived
by themselves) will never in the end fall void (as

otherwhere we see it hath not) though by the flattery
of a few years' good fortune our men at home cry
peace, sport, and security to the poor people persuading them that all is well and safe, by the killing
of a few priests; when there is no other way of
saving our beloved country (assuredly) from perdition both temporal and eternal, but by repentance
and humbly craving pardon of God's Church.
If they could kill all the clergy and true believers
;

in the world, and had the Pope's own person to do
their pleasure with him; or could make away as

many Popes one
priests,

and

after another, as they have done
first persecutors of our faith did

as the

martyr; yet could they not prevail nor escape the
hand of God, revenging always at length these contempts, schisms^ heresies, and apostasies, with
memorable punishment. In warning whereof He
giveth us a good admonition by His own writ, when
He saith " Ne dixeris peccavi, et quid mihi accidit
:

"

Do
Altissimus enim est patiens redditor."
not say I have sinned, and no misfortune hath fallen
upon me for the same. For that God is a patient

triste?

restorer or payer."
So that God payeth home at
length albeit with great patience ; and then maketh

the saying of St. Austin place, that He recompenseth His slowness with the greatness of His punish-

ment.
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what desolation

all

Africa
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was

finally

brought by the schism and sect of the Donatists
how the heresy of the Arians, after the wearisome
toil almost of the whole world for many years dis:

charged

itself at

length into

Mahometism

:

how

the

Church from the See of
Peter hath been the loss of liberty, and the eternal
destruction of so many noble, most free, and
flourishing provinces of that part, no man can be
As also not see into what hazard and
ignorant.
division of the Oriental

extreme perils these devilish doctrines of our days,
and the seditious followers of the same, have
brought the glorious kingdom of France, with the
States of Flanders, Germany, Poland, and most of
the north parts of the world near unto us.
Which
consideration draweth us also into the doleful account of our English present fears and miseries;
and much more to the foresight of our calamities
to come: Seeing clearly by the records of our
country, that no nation hath oftener sustained
general alteration of the state and government than
ours nor yet ever any violent change or mutation,
but for some notable contempt of the house of God.
;

As appeareth by the sundry invasions and conquests
us; and by the notes which Gildas the
Wise, Venerable Bede, and other men of experience
and foresight, have in their monuments set down,
which were too long, and needless to rehearse.
Only this is ever to be borne in mind that when
our kings of England had good intelligence with
the Pope, and mutual offices of love and honour
passed betwixt them and our body politic and civil

made on

;

;
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magistrate had all godly and charitable correspondence with the spiritual commonwealth of Christ's
Church, and the prelates thereof: then had we a
most happy and victorious country, blessed of God
with all spiritual and temporal benediction.
In

such sort surely, that to remember only what grace
and glory our realm hath received, by joining and
submitting itself to the laws and regiment of holy
Church, might make our hearts joyful, if the consideration of this our present infelicity, by severing
ourselves from the same, did not eftsoons turn all
to inconsolable sorrow.

Truly whatsoever is or hath been singular to our
country's honour either in church, city, university,

any part of
renowned in the
world, all came of the Catholic religion; and the
greatest part of the famous prelates of our nation.
As likewise what piety, justice, fidelity, conscience,
devotion, fear of God, peace, order, obedience,
truth and honesty was once in any state of men it
can be referred to no other but to the godly discipline, forcible doctrine, and manifold graces of the
Church and her holy sacraments; as on the contrary, the waste of all goodness is now by many
years' experience found to proceed of the Protestcollege, school, monastery, library, or

the

commonwealth,

not

least

;

ants,

not only fruitless, but pernicious preachers

and doctrine. Who by invading the old honourable
rooms of most noble prelates (founded neither by
them nor for them) have made pitiful spoil of the
goodliest ecclesiastical states and monuments almost in all Chrsitendom. And by taking away the
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sacrifice,

confession,
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chastity,

obedience, humility, order, and all honesty
of life and manners, have given our people doleful
experience of the deadly fruit of their schism and
fidelity,

revolt from the See Apostolic and Catholic communion of the faithful world.
Which we are forced to treat of here more
largely, through the importunate and odious vaunting of this libeller concerning their felicity and
unwonted prosperity in England, since their breaking from the unity of the Church of Rome;
specially since the Queen (saith he) was cursed and
excommunicated by the Pope, all matters have gone
Not talking at all of the realm or people's
luckily.

increase in religion, devotion, conscience, fidelity,

honour, and honesty ; for therein the difference and
decay from the old manners in all estates is too
notorious and lamentable to behold.
Never so
much injustice, never so much extortion, never
so much theft, never so much pride, ebriety,
gluttony, riot, and all other sin and abomination.
But only (as though he knew no other world
or heaven but this) he profanely and proudly

sundry places of his little book, maketh repetition of their good luck in this life; of their
abundance in wealth; of their long peace; of the
fruitfulness of their fields ever since the Pope's
in

curses.

Much

like to the irreligious tyrant that

never liked his luck better than after he had committed sacrilege, and robbed sacred things.
So
"

That the Queen
triumphant libeller braggeth
hath reigned as long as three Popes five times as
this

:

;
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long as Queen Mary her sister in such felicity, that
any other prince of Christendom would be glad to
have some piece of her good fortune."
;

Which

too profane

and proud

cogitations

and

comparisons of this writer, we will not attribute to
her Majesty or to her prudent counsellors, who have
yet more feeling and sense in such things than to
make so much of a few years more or less reign,
and other terrene felicity that either her Majesty
should pronounce of herself (as surely she will not)
the words of that mystical woman of the Prophet
Isaiah: "I sit a queen, and widow I am not, and
mourning I shall never see," or that her wise counsellors should admire her happiness for this thing,
and second her with such applause as the people
used to Herod, in the height of his arrogancy and
"
Voces Dei, non hominis." 1
proud proposition:
They are all too wise (I say) and over well experienced to do or say thus; for they know the
judgments of God incontinently following. They
;

are not ignorant that before ruin the heart is exalted.
They cannot forget the variableness and
inconstancy of mortal things, with the sudden fall
of very fortunate persons.
They have read of
Policrates king of Samos, whose prosperity being
extraordinary, he was by his friends, and specially
by the king of Egypt advised to procure for himself

some grief and alteration of fortune, lest some
memorable calamity should in the end ensue, as indeed there did.
Which example St. Gregory
Nazianzen thinketh in
1

"

The Voice

this case

of God, not of man."

worthy to be re-
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membered. They cannot but esteem St. Austin's
judgment of good credit in this matter, who
thinketh that nothing is more dangerous or unlucky
to

a Christian than

to live long in continual pros-

perity.

Wherefore,

all

this

and triumphant

vanity

flourish proceedeth only from the vein of our libeller, who is one of that popular stamp which in the

Psalm blessed the people that had

their barns

and

butteries full, their sheep pregnant, their cattle fair

and

void of ruin, care, and clamour ; where
their matters other"
and
with
the
Beatus populus
wise,
say
prophet
"
"
Dominus
Deus
That
ejus
cujus
people is happy
"
whose Lord and Master is God
without Whom,
and out of Whose house (which is the Church) all
human felicity is but matter of more damnation;
and truly where it is extraordinary, ever a very sore
Which we do not
sign of everlasting perdition.
for
we
that
account
not
this
terrene felicity a
say
benefit
of
God
as
well to private
oftentimes,
great
as
to
commonwealths
or that we
persons,
specially
reckon this few years' prosperity of our country anyfat, all

Christian

men must measure

:

;

:

:

thing 'Comparable to the constant honour and felicity
of our forefathers' days: but for that it maketh
no certain, nor often no probable proof, of God's
favour towards them that enjoy the same, being
likely

common to good and evil though
;

more ordinary

to the

wicked and worser

of the two

sort than to

the better; because Lazarus often receiveth evil in
his life, as the greedy glutton doth the contrary.

Yet our

libeller

thought

it

a good popular per-
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suasion to the vulgar sort of men that have fastened
their eyes and hearts only on these present delights

and commodities, never thinking on

the life to

come.
But now we must go further with this vaunter,
and be bold to tell him that our country is in no such
blessed state as he would make the sillier sort at
home, or strangers abroad that feel not our miseries,
to believe.
For though a few persons in respect
of the rest (not surely the third man in the realm,
having given themselves to follow the present condition of things, and putting their conscience,
reason, and religion to silence, to be partakers of the
pleasures and commodities which there the world
yieldeth by the spoil of infinite Catholics and
honest innocent men of all sorts) are advanced to
riches and degree; and do reckon their present
state a terrestrial paradise, feeling their

and not regarding other men's woe;
knowing as we do that the far greater

own

wealth,
yet indeed

part of our

country of all degrees are brought to ruin, misery,
or extreme danger and desolation, as well themselves as their posterity, for the raising of others
unto this pleasure, plenty, and felicity which they
have now for some years enjoyed; we must needs
confess and testify, that the body of the realm
generally was never in such extreme misery.
First and foremost for the clergy (which was,
and is in truth wheresoever it remain, and ought
to be in all Christian commonwealths the first and
principal order of honour and in ours, for number,
learning, wisdom and excellency of all kinds, in;
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wholly destained

and destroyed
prelates,

as the world knoweth; the chief
bishops and others all spoiled of their

dignities and livelihoods, thrust into prisons, forced
into banishment, till by manifold and long miseries

they be almost all wasted and worn away. These
then so many, so notable, and so worthy, for whom
both God, nature, and their place of birth, do challenge a part of this so much praised prosperity,
but for mere conscience and confeel none of it
:

fession of that truth, which their holy predecessors
"
laid and left with them
in depositum," have lost

and

are dead, or have
passed so many years in misery, as these other good
fellows their intruders, have lived in joy and feli-

their terrene

lot;

who indeed

either

"

Filii hominum, qui nubunt
nubuntur
that is, certain fleshly companions,
unordered apostates, and contemptible ministers;
who entering into the right and rooms of others,
provided not for them, do think all fair weather in
England; and have good cause to like of the luck
of these later years, which maketh true men mourn
while such thieves be merry.

city;

are

"

et

;

if we go from spirituality to temporand do make our consideration of all orders
and degrees of men and of the whole corps and
communalty of the land; we shall find by reason,
experience, and substantial conjecture, that the
whole being divided into three parts, two of them

Secondly;

ality,

are inclined to Catholic religion in their hearts,
and consequently are discontented with the present
condition of things.
Of which Catholics so many

VOL.

II.

H
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as follow the world, and dissemble their religion
for fear of laws; as they be (notwithstanding
their dissimulation)

many ways known and

covered, mistrusted, doubted

and hated of

dis-

the Pro-

and generally kept under, injured, disauthorised, and watchfully overlooked and thereby in continual misery and discontentment so also
testants,

;

;

in respect of their own consciences, being forced to
swear to such articles of this new faith, and her
"
Majesty's ecclesiastical
Regality," as they as-

suredly believe to be most wicked, untrue, and impossible; as also to receive such falsified sacraments as they in their hearts condemn to the pit of
hell, and know to be poison to their own souls, and
to their friends' who for compassion sake do receive

with them;

and

and

finally

being constrained to hear

hire such ministers as daily read, speak,

but

and

Christ's

preach nothing
blasphemy against
Vicar, Church, sacraments, saints and all- Holies;
they are enforced to live, and, alas, often also to die,
in infinite distress of mind and torments of conscience, passing all other

have

human

miseries.

So as

part of this goodly joy whereof
this libeller speaketh; but do live in perpetual
anguish, wishing sometimes (which we have seen
and heard) with many a sigh and groan, that her
Majesty would be content with half their goods, so
that she would grant them liberty but in secret sort,
to have the use but of the holy sacraments; and
sometimes lamenting their manifold infirmities, and
impediments of wife and children, for whose only
needful relief they continue in that damnable state
all these

of schism.

little
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Now for the other zealous and sincere Catholics,
being marvellous many throughout the whole realm,
and the number by God's goodness daily increasing,
such we mean as know it is not enough to salvation
to believe with heart, except, when occasion is
given, they confess with mouth; these being no
small part of the land; of the greatest calling,
some; of honour, worship, wealth and substance,
many; the rest, of the honestest, orderliest, and
best-beloved of the whole country; taste not of
the pleasures of this libeller's paradise; but have
passed these years in greater griefs, fears and
any man's pen or tongue can express
not the tenth part of their calamities discovered by
any of our brethren's books, epistles, pictures, or
miseries, than

;

complaints.
If our fellows in the Catholic faith through
Christendom could conceive that in heart, which
;

deed feel, and we often with
our eyes behold they would with infinite tears bewail our case, and with daily devout prayers, procure God's mercy towards us, as we trust they do.
If they migiit see all the prisons, dungeons, fetters,
stocks, racks, that are through the realm occupied
and filled with Catholics ; if they might behold the
manner of their arraignment even among the vilest
sort of malefactors: how many have been by
these confessors do in
;

famine, ordure, and pestiferous

airs,

pined away:

how many by most cruel death openly dispatched
how many have suffered proscription and condemnation to perpetual prison: how many have been
:

spoiled,

and otherwise grievously punished by

for-
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felting to the 'Queen ioo Marks for every time
how many gentlemen and other
they hear Mass
persons of wealth are wholly undone, by losing
thirteen score pounds by the year for not coming
unto the heretical service how many have lost all
their lands and goods during life for flying out of
the country for their conscience sake: how many
of the most substantial, profitablest, and persons
of greatest hospitality in divers provinces, are
:

:

chased out of their own houses by

and catchpols

:

spials, promoters
in places where

how many wander

they are not known, driven into woods, yea, surely,
into waters, to save themselves from the heretics'
cruelty: how many godly and honest married
couples most dear to one another, by the imprisonment, banishment, flight, of either party, are pitifully sundered: how many families thereby dissolved ; into what poverty, misery, and mishap their
children are driven what number thereby run over
sea into most desperate wars and fortunes; or by
better luck and fortune go to the seminaries or
other service, to pass their time during their parents'
calamity. And for such as be of the vulgar sort of
honest husbandmen or artizans (of which condition
:

innumerable be Catholics in our country)
they
being not able to pay that impious Mass-mulct,
;

much

coming to the
most cruelly
and
are
Calvinists' preaches
service,
and barbarously whipped in the open marketplaces; as both elsewhere and specially of late, a
blessed number in the city of Winchester (most
less the

pitiful to

forfeiture for not

behold) were so used.

Others have their
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ears cut off; others burnt through the ear;
others otherwise (of both sexes) contumeliously

and
and

slavishly abused.

These

then,,

and a thousand more, which we need

not to rehearse, being the miseries of the better sort
and bigger number of the realm and they falling
;

upon them

'for their fathers' faith,

and no other

crime in the world committed either against prince
or country; as the libeller himself confesseth for
the principal clergy, and for many good subjects
of the laity; who therefore, he saith, are not
punished by any capital pain as though the loss of
;

grace and goods, were no
But
these
calamities
punishment.
(we say) being
common to our whole state of the realm, and to
the greatest part of the rest shall we say the state
liberty, lands, dignities,

;

is

blessed? this regiment fortunate? all

is

peaceable

and plentiful in England? Where indeed only a
few newly raised by other men's fall, are made
happy by other men's infelicity and where a very
;

small number, in comparison, have divided the
wealth, honours, offices, and pleasures of the whole
land among themselves; and do manage the
country by their favourites, to the discontentment,
disgrace, and destruction of the justest gentlemen
in the same.
Now this condition and present fortune of certain
men, that have by her Majesty's lenity, and by
alteration of the Catholic religion into heresy, thus
their particular, is by these men called
the state; and their abundance, peace, and prosWhere
perity, the happiness of the whole realm.

advanced
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the happiness of a king and country is the weal of
the subjects no less than of the sovereign; and

where wicked men (as

thieves, murderers, heretics,

and others like) be in misery and bear the pains of
the laws and not where God's priests, the Church's
children, and true Catholics (for whose defence
and protection both kings and all just laws are
made) be in continual trouble and vexation. To
conclude, then, the greatest and best part of our
;

country being in the extremest worldly misery (bethe torment of conscience which pass all
other pain) that ever men were in, since Christianity
was founded; the adversary's brag of the English
felicity is too vain, fond and frivolous.
But going further with this politic, or atheist
sides

will), that measureth all by worldly
deeming the Pope's anathema or curse to

(whether you
felicity

;

be void towards

us,

or rather turned into blessing,

good success the Protestants of our country
have had in all their life and doings, since the pub-

by the

lishing of the same: we will set aside the misery
of so great numbers of particular men named before, and presume for the clearer proceeding in this
cause that the present happiness of some Protestants were the peace and prosperity of the whole

realm and state; and that being admitted, yet we
have to tell the man, and shall prove it now in the
sight of all indifferent people, that our country and
state is in the greatest misery, most dangerous
terms, that ever it was, since or before the Conquest,
and far in worse case than any country of Christen-

dom: which notwithstanding (he
any piece of the English

felicity.

saith)

would wish
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were a hard matter

to persuade this to a thrifta
yonker,
vulgar reader, a common person, or
such a one as brutishly beholdeth and esteemeth
the present pleasures or profits that he enjoyeth
with licentious liberty, above all that may fall to
him or his, be it wealth, be it woe, afterwards for
ever but to wise men, and specially to such as have
charge of commonwealths, it is nothing difficult;
who if they know not of themselves (as likely they
do by the law of nature) precepts of policy, and
It

less

;

yet they may easily be induced to
the
that
consider,
present peace and pleasure of a
common body or state, or the calm of a few years

holy Scriptures

;

(if it be either procured or supported by unjust and
dishonourable means, or be joined with evident
perils, present or to come) is indeed no true prosperity, neither in common nor in particular; but
rather a prognostication of God's great plagues to
come, and of the future miseries either to fall afterwards in our own days, or to our posterity.
No weal public is happy without justice, honour
and security. If our wealth be obtained by spoil
or sacrilege, it is unjust.
If our peace be maintained by our neighbours' wars, it is injurious and
If no respect be had for the condishonourable.
tinuance, security, and stability of this good fortune
we seem to be in, then either we or our posterity

much woe, as we now do joy.
the revolt from the See Apostolic, alteration

shall feel as

Of

of religion, spoil of churches and clergy (by which
they made their entry into this new blessedness)
how just and lawful it was, we will not now stancj.
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nor show what ignominious practices and
plaguy injustice they have used to sustain the same,
far differing from the old royal dealings of our

upon

;

kings and country who either by lawful open wars,
or honourable leagues and assured amity, procured
their rest and peace.
To make the subjects of Scotland first, then of
France, and last of all of Flanders, and divers
other States, to rebel against their lawful princes
to imprison some
to surprise the towns of others
to seize upon the money of others; to hazard the
persons of others to maintain horrible civil garboils in all the country near us, and against all their
next neighbour princes (with whom otherwise they
to be conpretend good amity and intelligence)
federate with all the infamous heretics and rebels
of these days, yea surely, with the Turk himself;
;

:

;

;

;

;

by sundry piracies, proditions, spieries, and
foul arts, to afflict and cozen the world round about
us what conscience, honour or equity can be in this
course? None at all surely. Neither can our peace

finally,

;

and prosperity, by such dishonourable and sinful
means maintained, ever be secure or durable; but
always full o fear, danger and doubtfulness, as
well to the authors of so foul and unwonted proceedings, as to the people; though the simplest
of this latter sort, averted by the present peace and
pleasure of a few years, cannot espy their future
misery so easily as those which, having led both
their Sovereign and her subjects by strange paths
into these perplexities, are now themselves come
almost both to their wits' and to their world's end;
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having neither God to stand for them, Whom they
have highly offended by forsaking Him and abolishnor
ing His holy service, honour and Sacraments
which
of
any prince or State sure unto them every
they have so notoriously annoyed in the times of
their distresses, that they can look for no office of
true friendship at their hands.
In all which God hath so wonderfully overwrought their human counsels, that seemed to such
as had no deep insight in things present, nor much
foresight or care of what was to come, to be full
wise and far to excel the compass of our old fathers,
or any foreigners at this day; and therefore our
nation, by the passing prudence of certain counsellors, to stand in peace and joy, when all their
neighbours about us by their devices were in
misery: God Himself (we say) hath so controlled
these wise follies, by the contrary events of every of
their sinful devices, that the world may see and
wonder at God's ways, and how different they be
from man's cogitations; and how far the sound
counsels of such as be truly wise, differ from the
present and pregnant wits, or desperate adventures
of such as manage all matters for their own present
and particular, without regard of the general end or
;

;

their

own

posterity.

how even God Himself hath defeated their drifts in Scotland, and brought the
matter by marvellous means of his providence to
the just contrary issue of that which they shot at?
Were not their endeavours even so crossed in
See you not

France, in every of the three brethrens kings' days,
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where they have been always frustrated of their
and lost both their unthankful labours
and their money? To what end their intelligence
purposes,

with the rebellious states of Flanders, or with the
apostate of Cologne or other their correspondents

come, they partly perceive, and may acknowledge therein (as all other wise men do) the mighty,
When our Projust, and provident hand of God.
testants consider of these things deeply, and attend
the issue of all their extraordinary proceedings, and
as men out of all aim now and compass of their intended course, can go no farther, without desperate
overthrow and hazard of all what misery they may
be in let wise men judge, howsoever themselves
will

;

cover their perplexed cogitations from the vulgar
sort, by telling them of fair weather, and of their
plenty of corn and cattle, long reign and prosperity
of her Majesty above all Popes and princes of her
But the origin of all the former dishonourdays.
able and desperate plots, and of the extreme fears
and miseries they many ways show themselves to be
in (and indeed are, notwithstanding the pretence of
their prosperity) is their first fall from the God of
their forefathers, and the alteration of Catholic
religion into this Calvinism or atheism by which

our realm hath so long perished.
Though this
libeller and other English new writers (no wiser
nor better than children or bears, that are offended
with the rods, stones, or staves, wherewith they be
beaten, neither looking at the cause nor chief author
of their punishment) attribute their troubles or ap-

prehended fears

to the

excommunication, and to
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the godly endeavours of Catholic priests, instructing the people peaceably to their salvation.

And how much

this forsaking

of holy Church,

faith, and communion of all Christian people displeased God, and how unwisely it was done in
respect of the temporal state and safety of our
prince and country, the same Lord God hath in their

own days, that were the authors thereof, revealed ;
as otherwise natural reason and experience, if they
were never so void of conscience and religion,
But, alas, their own
might have foretold them.
advancement
and
infinite
ambition, which
particular
not
have
so
free
course if the
should
they thought
old state of religion had continued, either brought
them into error of judgment (as it commonly
happeneth), or else (which is no rare case either)

made them against
which was

so

their

own knowledge

pernicious

both

follow that

temporally

and

spiritually.

For who could not

see, though his judgment,
or
were
never
so small, that all great
reason,
reading
alterations in commonwealths are dangerous?
Let
but an attempt be made to change your temporal
statutes and national laws into the civil laws;
change but your customs that now you be guided by,
in many things
change your form of government,
which is now a monarchy into another kind of regi;

But
ment; what infinite broils would it bring?
there is no alteration so perilous as of religion;
and of that religion which was planted by our first
Apostles; received from the Mother Church of
Christendom confirmed by miracles approved by
;

;
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all the laws, councils,, customs, and tribunals of
the Church, for to be the only true worship of God,

to His sacred word and will.
What
counsel could be more dangerous in the world than
this?
They could not but think that the subjects
of the realm, so many of them being Catholic, so

and consonant

lately reconciled to the Church, and by public embassy, oath, and promise to His Holiness, avowed

never to fall again into schism, could not but be
discontented.
They could not but see what
heart-sore it would be to all those that depended
on the old honourable clergy, to behold the deprivation and imprisonment almost of the whole
order; and another fleshly company intruded into
their rooms, whom no man almost liked of, and
since are more and more taken and proved to be the
filth of the land.
They were not ignorant that the Pope and See
Apostolic (now the second time so contemptuously
forsaken) could either of conscience or duty to his
flock, or his own honour, not use one time or other
the rod of the Church's discipline, which is excom-

much

munication, against the offenders Which howsoever
they thought by error of religion they might contemn, and by power withstand ; yet they could not
be so far overseen, that such censures (by which
many a man's conscience at home might be pierced,
and of which any foreign prince abroad, as time
.

and advantage served him, would perhaps make his
profit) might not seem to them very like to breed
more troubles than were to be wished.

They looked

not well about them,

if

they foresaw
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not that their defection from the Pope, who is most
dearly confederated with all the Catholic and
mighty kings of Christendom, might not breed a
great alienation of their hearts from us, and an
occasion of much inconvenience and danger to our
Their wisdoms and experience of the
country.
divers bloody conflicts fought in our fathers' days
for religion in Switzerland, and in our country in
King Henry the Eighth and King Edward the

and the doubtful event of such
have
them of the like that
forewarned
things might
and
since
have
fallen, as well in Engmight fall,
land as Ireland; where all the country being in
Sixth's late days;

will Catholic, they might easily perceive with
what a general torment of conscience, and danger
of civil war, the new religion were to be enforced
upon them.
Fear is never a sure nor long keeper of his
master. And because no prince ruleth his subjects

good

by force and

fear, as by love and liking,
they not conceive that all Ireland, and
a great piece of England, was ever to be entertained
in subjection by power and plain awe, and nothing
And which is of more
by love and sweetness.
perilous sequel in this case, and ought most of all
to have been by them foreseen is, that the diversity
of religion, joined with the censure and sentence of
the See Apostolic, may make such alteration in the
opinions of many otherwise most loyal subjects, that
divers may seem to obey only of fear and nothing
of conscience.
Which conscience of the subjects,
doubtless, is the only sure pillar of the sovereign's

so securely

how could

estate.

no
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They should have foreseen how many persons of
honour and quality, for freedom of conscience and
other discontentment grounded on religion, were
like to fly into foreign parts, who might by zeal or
misery be so irritated against the causers of their

banishment and occupiers of their livelihoods, that
absence might prove dangerous to their
enemies' state. Whom they cannot repress by calling
them fugitives, or such like names of vulgar reproach for that terrified not the noble prince Henry
their

;

the Seventh, grandfather to the Queen's Majesty, for
pursuing the cruel tyrant and usurper Richard the

Third,

whom

he honourably, notwithstanding he

was an anointed king and in possession of the realm,
deposed of the crown.
They should have made their account before
alteration of religion, that there would rise thereby
implacable division among the subjects, and pernicious difference between the dearest friends and
nearest kinsfolk; no dissension nor hatred being
so capital and deadly, as that which cometh of conAnd the
trariety in faith and worship of God.
unity of Christ's Church being once broken, that the
Protestants themselves should be cumbered with infinity of sects and opinions pernicious to the state.
Whereof no doubt they should have received good
proof and lamentable issue ere this, had not the
heads as well of the rulers, as of the Puritans,
Anabaptists, Brethren of Love, and other sects, been
so fully

and

fearfully intent

upon the Catholics and

their endeavours.

But the adversary

telleth us that they

have gone

m
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and have had so many
enemies
what
soever, at home or
against
and that therefore all was wisely done and
To which we say, that if all prove well in

the end,

it is

through
victories

abroad

;

all

these perils,

better for

them

:

and

when they

fall

that

it is

to escape

properly pertaining to

prudence
(which good luck, fond

not so

dangers

men

also

sometimes have by
prevent and
and
to
no
fall
fly from such
dangers
provide that
ensue.
must
needs
things whereof evident perils
Himself
also
in
But
this matter of religion, God
conceits
and
hath checked their worldly purposes
For where they had thought by
marvellously.
severity of such strange laws as were never made in
any commonwealth heathen or Christian, and wearfortune) as

to

;

ing them away, by yielding all churches, pulpits,
schools, offices, honours, and commodities, to men
of their own sect and creation ; and by what other
extremity, policy, or diligence soever, to have in a
few years extinguished the name and memory of

now

and daily find the
and knowledge
of the children of the Catholic Roman Church so
to increase in all orders, sexes and degrees of men,
"
that they may see and confess that
Digitus Dei
J
est hie
and that if they persist " Novissimus
faith Catholic

number,

;

they

yearly

zeal, constancy, patience,

''

;

error ipsorum erit peior priori."

2

Once they show themselves to be so terrified by
in the blood and death of so many martyrs,
which they, in a kind of extreme desperate obsti-

God

finger of God is here.
last state is worse than the

1

The

2

Their

first.
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nacy and obduration, do daily kill and yet are so
appalled by the truth and the common sense of all
men, that they dare not, or are ashamed to execute
them for religion, whereby even now in the vaunt
of their wealth, peace, and prosperity, they show
such extraordinary fears, as is wonder to behold.
Wherein their misery is so lamentable (as we
construe it) the perplexity which God hath driven
them unto, so terrible; that there is not a poor
priest can enter to say Mass, but they imagine he
There cannot a ship
bringeth their destruction.
on
nor
any coast,
any prince's preparation for
appear
his own affairs, but it is for invasion of the realm.
There can be no college founded to relieve men's
banishments abroad, no entertainment given to any
Catholic either in camp or court, but all is against
;

"
their state; every man crying out:
Quod venient
Romani, et tollent locum et gent em nostram." 1

So long as our Realm was in the unity of the
Catholic Church, and lived either in just wars, or
honourable peace with our neighbours; was there
any such extreme fears of present invasion? Was
Such diligent watch and
there such mustering?
the
swearing against
Pope at every port? Such
Such ado generally,
examination of passengers?
and such mistrust of the subjects' fidelity? Such
jealousy over all men, as though the whole realm
were a camp, that feared and expected every hour
Is this the felicity and
some secret camisado?
security that the libeller so much glorieth of, whereof he saith other countries wish some part? Surely,
1

The Romans

will

come and

will

destroy our nation.
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a moderate fortune with security, is without comparison much better than all the pleasures in the
world with perplexity. And it seemeth by outward
signs, that there is no nation in Europe which
standeth this day in so doubtful terms as ours doth.
Woe be to our sins therefore.

Which we say not upon any likelihood of any
such present dangers as seem there now so extremely to be feared; or for that the priests of
God or other Catholic men, can possibly be any
cause thereof, which is indeed no more but this:
"
illic
Deum non invocaverunt
trepidaverunt
" 1
ubi
non
erat
timor.
God
timore,
only hath driven
them unto it, to give them some sense of their
misery, and some remorse of their revolt from him,
and motion of repentance.
But our consideration is specially of the dreadful
and most desperate case our whole country, every
order, and each particular man thereof, is in, by the
uncertainty of the next heir to the crown; yea by
the certainty of most bloody civil and foreign wars
among such a number of competitors, such diversity
of religions, such ambitious spirits that already
;

make

and complots for the same; all
and
rest, peace,
felicity whatsoever depending
a
few
uncertain
upon
days of one sole person's life,
well grown in years, subject to casualities, and
under the hand of the omnipotent Lord that taketh
away when He listeth the spirits of princes, and is
terrible upon the kings of the earth.
It were too
their packs

our

1

They feared not God they trembled with
:

was no cause

fear there

for fear.

;VOL.

II.

I

where
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for any noble or gentleman, or other
person either of possession, wealth, or issue in the
whole land, not to know, or not to care, to whom his

miserable

him but to provide
them go by the ears
afterwards.
Far more miser-

livelihood should descend after

for his

own time

and scramble

only,

for

it

and

;

to let

able, unnatural, and lamentable it is to see such a
noble whole realm and public state driven to these
straits and incomparable distresses that almost it
looketh for no longer life and being, and no person
subject thereunto, for longer peace, wealth and

use of their
it

own

goods, than her Majesty liveth:
more or less years, as

to say, for ten, twenty,
pleaseth God to allot her.

that

is

Which

thing being

an evident demonstration, and palpable proof, of
our greatest calamity; the deceitful adversaries
shame not to turn the same notwithstanding to the
high commendation of their government; telling
the people how happy they be by the same, and how
needfully they have to pray and provide for the
preservation of her Majesty's person, by whose only
life they enjoy so great felicity; afterwards all to
be in extremes.
Which the counsellors themselves stick not to
confess and publish as you may read in an oration
made by one of them upon the accident that fell by
the rashness of a certain serving man, discharging
his piece at random, and striking one of the watermen in the Queen's barge, near her Highness'
person then present. In which oration he acknowledgeth nothing to be looked for after her death
but confusion, persecution, blood, vengeance, wars,
;
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and all other maledictions that
the world can yield; and ten thousand more than
Not doubt(as he sayeth) can be by him foreseen.
be
the most
ing to conclude that that day we shall
miserable men in the world; in the meantime only
enjoying all felicities, heavenly and worldly, by her
spoil, ravishments,

life.

Thus much hath that honourable person of our
general calamity. In the meantime, the matters are
so ruled that we must account ourselves happy, if
our commonwealth stand during the life of her
Majesty. This is (alas) the felicity of our country,
praised and admired by them that esteem only the
present uncertain pleasure of a very few years, without regard of the posterity; but of wise men
deemed for the highest misery that can be ; nothing
in a common body being praisable that is not joined
with security and durability.
Wherein our

distress

is

more markable

not only not prevented in so

that

it is

years of God's
patience, and general foresight of the miseries, by
the grave counsellors and all other wise men but

many

;

(which

more
laws and
is

pitiful

and unnatural)

it

is

by

capital penalties provided to the
contrary, that none may know or name the next
lawful heir and successor under pain of high

special

treason; nor any make claim, or challenge any
future right therein, except her Highness' natural

Whereby under pretence of preserving their
present state, they are contented to plunge their
whole posterity into eternal or very long miseries.
issue.

Yea and (which passeth

all

dishonour to the realm

ii6
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to her Majesty's person) to insinuate, that
though the next in blood and lawful succession to
her Highness, may not challenge or be named;
yet only her natural may be advanced thereunto.
Which had been shameful enough, and to much
injury to the next of lawful blood, if it were granted
to the issue of a king gotten out of lawful matri-

mony; but

to prefer the natural of a Queen (in
whose person, by reason of her sex, fornication were

fouler, and the fruit thereof nothing so capable)
that passed all shame and honour; procured (no

doubt) or set down in statute, by some wicked
of such as sought to dishonour her
to the meaning of the whole
contrary
Majesty
which
parliament,
(as we think) did never deliberate of that special article, though it be extant in the
printed and published copies of the same.
Howsoever it be, our misery herein is notorious,
and the old glory and felicity of our realm (the
guides thereof wittingly and willingly beholding
it, and consenting thereunto) so fadeth and falleth
to nothing in all men's sight, that we cannot complain enough of our instant calamities, nor attribute
them to any other cause than to God's judgments,
whereby first (as the Italian sayeth) a man's brain
is taken away when God intendeth to punish him,
lest he should by providence avert the intended
forgeries,

plague.

This our country's scourge, proceeding wholly
of our notorious forsaking the Catholic Church
and See Apostolic, began first in King Henry the
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"

of our days (as the
radix peccati
Eighth, being
Scripture speaketh of Antiochus) upon that his most
unjust title and challenge of the headship and
supreme government of the Church, whence all
these extremities are ensued sithence. Which king
God plagued marvellously straight upon his revolt,
both spiritually and temporally. For within a very
short space (by his sufferance) he killed his own
wife, mother to her Majesty that now is ; whom he

loved so impotently a little before, that for her sake
he both divorced himself from his former wife
(with whom he had lived so honourably twenty
years together) and from the unity of the Church
(which he and his predecessors had been in nine

hundred years before)

;

and shed the blood of the

learnedest, worthiest, and to himself the best beloved of all his realm.

After that he married and remarried, killed and
dismissed both wives and friends as often and as
many as he thought good ; in such intemperate sort
as the like hath never been seen.
He was in such
torment of conscience, and such perplexity, for his
revolt and other sacrileges, that sometimes he went
about to join with Protestant princes in religion;

sometimes (thrice

at least after his fall) to reconcile

himself to the Pope again. Which thing our Lord,
for his greater punishment, suffered him not to
bring to good effect but to die in passing anguish
of mind for the former offences, and all the strange
sacrileges committed, by forcing into the world well
near a hundred thousand professed persons; and
;
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by the destruction of ten thousand religious houses
in one year, as one testifieth of him

and churches
in this

epigram:

Millia

dena unus templorum

sustulit

annus.

Quam timeo in poenas vix satis unus erit.i
And he that without all fear of God brake, so
many thousand holy men's wills and foundations,
had his own testament broken, falsified, and forged
before his bones were thorough cold;
Roman religion which he, by force of his

and

that

own newly

challenged supremacy, and by sharp laws and
devices and punishments maintained during

human

his life,

and

\vas

by him specially recommended

unto such as he gave the government and education
of his son, was immediately abolished, and the
whole realm altered into Zwinglianism, which of
all other sects he most abhorred.
And for his issue, leaving behind him three
goodly and towardly children: first, Edward of
marvellous expectation, whom God took away in his
young years, even then when he was towards marriage: and after him his elder sister Mary, who
living long a virgin, married at length only for desire of issue, and for the benefit of the realm;
which our Lord did not accomplish by her, but took
her away within few years ; and lastly the Queen's
Majesty that now is, whom for her youth and great
likelihood that way, every man verily looked
straight that she would have taken some noble
1

"

Ten thousand churches hath one year destroyed

fear that one year will scarce suffice for punishment."

:

how

I
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prince, either stranger or subject, having proffer of
the best in Christendom, and herself not seldom

making semblance of good liking that way, and of
much love to many. Which yet the same Lord God,
for the due punishment of the said king her father,
would not suffer; but by little and little, causing
the realm to fall to this desolation that now we see

and the whole stock and issue of the said
King, contrary to all hope and expectation, to fail
and be frustrate.
Wherein, it is but a small comfort and remedy
it

in;

for these our public distresses, that the libeller so
often, by shameful flattery, and odious (we daresay)
"
a
to the Queen's Majesty herself, telleth us she is
Maiden Queen "; seeing that with the Protestants

no great merit or praise to be a virgin; who
compare the state of married persons in all points of
it is

dignity unto virginity, preferring it also in some.
with us Catholics, in this case of the realm's

And

extreme danger, even sacred and professed virgins
have been justly taken out of their better life, and
by dispensation married. And would God instead
of her Majesty's virginity (so that it had stood with
God's will and hers) we might rather have had for
the realm's safety, issue of her body in honourable
wedlock. In which state there is godly continency

and perhaps (as things stand) as meritorious
and glorious to herself as her virginity.

also 3

But

all are signs of God's ire towards our poor
country; the evil luck whereof and of King Henry
is

so

much more,

that this noble line

failing, they will not suffer us to

go

and

issue

now

to the next of

120
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the same royal blood descending from the renowned Prince Henry the Seventh, grandfather to

her Majesty, by whose victorious entry, happy marriage and issue, all diversity of former claims of
the crown and most cruel civil wars were ended,
and the conjunction of the two royal houses of Lancaster and York fortunately achieved. But by most
shameful packing of certain Puritans and ambitious
persons with the emulous house, and contrary faction to the family of this said noble Prince Henry
the Seventh, would bring all to skambling

they hope, gape after,

and work

and

for, to their

as

own

That so by God's just judgments our country
should at once fall into two extreme miseries both
by forsaking God and the Catholic religion on the
one side; as also by refusing, and too shamefully
post.

;

abusing the only next true and lawful heir; and
consequently the whole blood of King Henry the
Wherein our fears
Seventh, on the other side.
if
be
the
would
or could prevent
less
they
might

by declaring at least now at
But herein also our
length the heir apparent.

the

said mischiefs

future calamities are

showed

to

be inevitable, ex-

God

use mercy above human means. For the
matter is so far past and overruled by certain, that
they can now scarce enter into any deliberation of
the succession (as they imagine) without extreme
peril, which they had rather put off to the end of
cept

the Queen's life

and

their

own, than have

it

to fall

Our Lord God turn all to
presently in their days.
the best, and to that end that most shall tend to
His glory, what
unto us.

deserved confusion soever

fall
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This yet we cannot but lament and marvel at in
that the conjunction and uniting the
two noble realms of England and Scotland into one
Monarchy, which we have sought for with so many
cruel battles, and so much blood of both nations,
being now offered by God and nature in the sweetest
and (doubtless) most indifferent sort that can be;
and in two persons, mother and son; the one for
this cause;

prudence, virtue, patience, constancy,
courage in adversity, and equal love of both the

approved

countries; the other for the rarest towardliness in
princely parts of any of his age in all Christen-

all

dom ; both of our flesh and blood, and the nearest
of all the beloved race of Henry the Seventh, most
proper for this purpose, and even, as it were, provided by God Himself; cannot yet be accepted:
but sought by unjust laws, shameful practices, imprisonment of the one, raising rebellion against the
other, either utterly to be defeated, or made uncertain of their certain right, and forbidden to challenge or utter the same while others intending usur:

pation, upon the next lawful successor's uncertainty,
make their profit and pack, for achieving their ambitious purpose.
Of whom, as well the Queen as
the whole state present stand in far more danger,
than they could ever do by the public acknowledging of the lawful heir; which yet is their pretence

same from the realm.
lo, on every hand, is our poor
country brought by the judgments of God, whilst
our libeller and other Protestants tell the simple
people of their fair weather, and present abundance
in concealing the

Into these straits,
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of

all things, to avert their

endless

miseries.

Which

minds from the f oresaid
for our

forsaking the
extremely fear,
we return not to our Lord

faith of our fathers, all wise

and

certainly expect, if

men

God, and unite ourselves again to the Catholic and
Roman Church, which we have so unworthily left,
and cruelly persecuted. Out of whose company
and obedience there is neither salvation in the next,
nor any true peace and security in this world which
both Christian charity and natural love towards our
:

dearest country, friends, flesh and blood, causeth
"
us so often and earnestly to inculcate:
Ut gens

novissima provideat." 1
Alas, it is neither Pope nor priest (as the libeller
untruly affirmeth, and many deceived men simply
may suppose) that desireth their destruction: the
one as a most loving Father and Pastor, with unspeakable pains, solicitude, groans, tears and expenses, and the other by voluntary death, and shedding of their own blood, seeking their brethren's
salvation, and the reconcilement of their country
to Christ and His Vicar.
But they only are in truth
most capital enemies
so
will
the
end
in
prove)
(and
to our Queen and country, that first were authors
to her Majesty to forsake the Church and See
Apostolic and do still animate her and the realm,
after so many signs of God's wrath towards them,
to contemn the authority and censures of the same
and violently to resist by force of arms and bloody
laws the supreme Pastor of God's faithful people;

absque consilio sapiat,

et

;

;

1

may

"That the nation without counsel
look to the end."

may become

wise,

and
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though he used the rod of correction towards

offenders upon malice, hatred, or partiality,

and not

of entire affection, love, and charity.

Moses and Aaron resisted Core and his confederates, and executed God's sentence upon them, and
Samuel denounced and
were not their enemies.
executed God's sentence against Saul Elias against
Jezabel; and other prophets and priests against
other kings without all malice and with much love.
No otherwise than John Rochester, Sir Thomas
More, and others did who resisted upon great love
and duty to their Sovereign, dissuading both his
divorce from the Church and from his wife. Which
kind of men be neither traitors nor enemies to be
resisted by sword or laws; but they are only such
adversaries as our Saviour commandeth the faith;

;

ful to agree withal in the way, for divers dangers
And those men in such a case are only
following.

and godly counsellors, her Majesty's true
subjects, and worthy members of the commonwealth, that humbly exhort her Highness not to be
beguiled by her present fortune, or to think obstinate and forcible resistance of the Pope or Church's
wise

sentence
security

;

of excommunication to be her most
but to see what Theodosius the Elder did

when he was excommunicated by St. Ambrose; to
remember how Theodosius the Younger behaved
himself in the cause of St. Chrysostom, for whose
unjust banishment the said Emperor's father and
mother were excommunicated. Consider well what
the end of the controversy was betwixt King Henry
the Second and the Pope and Bishop of Canter-

124
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in his time; and afterwards between King
and
the See of Rome and clergy in those days
John

bury

;

that all these in fine (as

mighty princes as they

were) yielded and reconciled themselves to the See
Apostolic. A thing that after a little heat or headiness of young princes be past, was and ever shall
be found in fine the only sure and honourable way
before God and the world, to keep themselves and
their realms from perdition.
Which danger her Majesty's father ( in whom this
revolt of our days and country began) both before
once or twice, and specially towards his death saw
;

and

earnestly sought to avert

from

his posterity

by

the like reconciling himself to the Church. Which
yet, through God's judgments, he had not time to

accomplish in himself; but was achieved afterwards most honourably in his eldest daughter, not
only for conscience sake otherwise, but especially
for effectuating her said father's great desire therein as some of her chief counsellors (to whom he had
communicated his mind in that matter) did publicly
Would
testify to the whole realm at Paul's Cross.
God our sins and the realm's could suffer her
Majesty's wise counsellors to consider of the case
with such sincerity as were requisite for themselves
and us all; who by their better or worse election
in this one matter are like either to be long happy
or unhappy for ever.
We trust the intolerable flattery of this libeller
or other like (telling her Majesty that she hath
no superior but God, none above her but the
Almighty; none that she need to fear or care for
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Him; and

therefore that she hath not to regard
of
sentence
Pope or others) cannot much move
any
this being a most shameful
wisdoms
of
their
any
that
a king hath no superior
and
untruth,
heresy
When not
in matters of his soul and conscience.

but

;

only the general Pastor of the whole Church is his
superior, if he be one of Christ's flock or fold (all
the sheep whereof without exception by our Master's
express sentence were committed to Peter and his
but also
successors' feeding and government)
;

other prelates of his own kingdom that have charge
of his soul to whom likewise he oweth all Christian
;

obedience in spiritual
poorest

man

excepted from

no less than the
For kings were not
and admonition given

affairs,

in the realm.

St. Paul's rule
"
to all the faithful, in these words
Obedite praevestris
et
sttbiacete
eis"; "Obey your prepositis

and be subject

them," whereof he yieldeth
"For that they watch as
to
render
of
account
being
your souls."
If princes then have souls, they must needs be
under the account and charge of prelates if they
have prelates, they must obey them and be subject
unto them if they be bound to obey them, and be
subject unto them, they must acknowledge them
for their superiors.
How then say these wicked
flatterers that kings and queens have no
superiors,
none to be subject unto, but God? That they be
the chief even in causes ecclesiastical, and in
matters of religion, soul, and conscience, within
their realms?
That neither Pope nor prelate can
lates

to

immediately the cause:

;

;

excommunicate them, or use other discipline for
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correction of them, when they fall from their faith?
If Theodosius the Emperor had had such bolsterers

of his pride about him, or so

little

grace

and wisdom as to have given ear to them; he
would little have esteemed St. Ambrose Ys authority,
But he was more
sentence, and censure upon him.
and
than
to
Christian
happy
plead his superiority
in such matters

above

his bishop; or to challenge
or impunity in this world for whatso-

exemption
ever he did or believed, and only to be reserved to
God. And it is a singular note of irreligiosity in
our days, that these profane heretics and godless
persons do prefer

human

things before divine the
before
spiritual; the body beregiment temporal
fore the soul earth before heaven regality before
priesthood; and this life before the next and all
Which is an evident demonstration that
eternity.
all tendeth in this heresy to plain paganism and
Epicurism esteeming and admiring none but such
;

;

;

;

as be in worldly height, power, and dignity, that
can yield them these transitory honours, pleasures,

and preferments.
this matter may and ought to be
of
the
old, glorious, and most exlearnt, partly
cellent 'doctors and bishops of the primitive Church,
and partly by the behaviour of the first great
emperors and kings that were professors and de"
What is more
fenders of the Catholic faith.

But the truth of

honourable" saith St. Ambrose "than that the
emperor be called a child of the Church? For a
good emperor is within the Church, and not above
And St. Chrysostom admonishing
the Church."
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of their duty in keeping from the holy altar

great offenders, expressly warneth them to use their
authority therein, even towards kings, or whatso"
"
Whether saith he "he be Duke,
ever they be.
Prefect, or crowned Prince that would unworthily

approach, forbid him; the authority and power is
So St. Gregory Nazianzen
than his."
"
The love of Christ
speaketh to his own emperor

greater

:

hath

made you

subject to

my power

and

to

my

tri-

bunal, for we have our sovereignty, and that more
excellent and perfect ; unless the spirit should subdue itself to the flesh, and heavenly things yield to
the earthly.
Which my liberty of speech I fear

O

not,
Emperor, but
art a holy sheep of

thou wilt allow, seeing thou
sacred fold, and a pupil of

my

the great Pastor, and well instructed by the
Ghost from thine infancy."

Holy

St. Athanasius
plainly avoucheth and
Constantius
the Arian to be
the
proveth
Emperor
the precursor of Antichrist, in that he made himself

Also

judge and superior in causes ecclesiastical over
bishops; and that his arrogated pre-eminence and
exercise of jurisdiction in such matters (which our
gentle libeller calleth in our Queen, her Majesty's
"
"
"
foreAbominatio desolationis
Regality ") is
told by Daniel. What would this holy Father have
said if he had Seen Cromwell made the Vicar
"
General to King Henry "in spiritualibus
and
sit among and before all the bishops and archIf he
bishops of the realm in their convocations?
had heard tell of " Sigillum Reginae ad causas
ecclesiasticas "; of her commissioners and courts;
;
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of her deposing and creating bishops, and determining of religion at her pleasure? Kings neither
Catholics, neither heretics, ever went thus far;
being much more capable than any woman can be.
Of which sex St. Chrysostom sayeth thus: " When
it cometh to the
government of the Church and
charge of souls, all womankind must needs give
place."

That not only Athanasius the Great but the ancient Osius, Leontius, St. Hilary and others did so
sharply reprehend it in that heretical king Constan-

might have forewarned our country and her
Majesty's counsellors to have taken heed, as well
of the like absurdity, as of the suspicion of heresy
tius,

that in men's heads might be engendered thereby ;
seeing that such as first attempted it were notorious
But to give the same and far more
Arians.
superiority to a woman (whereof, as you see by St.
Chrysostom she cannot possibly be capable) that

passeth all the barbarous flattery and folly in the
world; and maketh our nation a very fable to all
nations,
in

and

Which, in
her realm

the

to posterity.
truth,

is

not to

make her

next to

(as the libeller saith) but to

god of her

people.

From which

God

make her

cogitation,

though of herself having so many means to put her
in mind of her mortality, we doubt not but she
is very far
yet truly this abominable and blasphemous adulation of some about her Highness, may
breed great temptations. As we see in certain of
the old heathen emperors, who never rested until
The next
they were adored with divine honour.
:
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step unto which is (doubtless) to say and believe
that a temporal king is above the priest in causes
ecclesiastical ; or that in a Christian commonwealth

the next dignity to Christ or God is not the priest
but the prince; and so arrogate the regiment of

the Church to a Queen, which St. Paul expressly
testifieth

heed
the
the

to

be given

to yourselves

and

to bishops, saying
to the whole flock,

"

:

Take

wherein

Holy Ghost hath placed you bishops to rule
Church of God," &c. Touching which our

English singular absurdity, it is the greatest pity
in the world to see them so many years, after so
much holy blood protesting against that iniquity,
and so many learned men's admonitions, persist in

and

to allege still those Scriptures so
the princes usurped spiritual
for
impertinently
which
Claudius or Nero (in whose
.sovereignty, by

the same;

whom the Apostle spake specially)
as
well
might
challenge to be above SS. Peter and
Paul in the government of the Church and in causes
days and of

ecclesiastical, as

For when

whom

St.

any Christian king that now

liveth.

Peter admonished the Christians to

he wrote

"

to

be subject to the king as excel"

ling or pre-eminent
(which place our adversary
so confidently allegeth) first, can any man be so dull
or obstinately blind as to think that he prescribeth
any other duty towards the king than was common
both to the pagan princes at that time persecuting
the Church, and to Christian kings afterwards protecting the Church?
Secondly: can any Protestant

be so peevish to pretend hereby that the heathen
emperors, by reason of this subjection to them that
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the Apostle prescribeth,

and by

their imperial dig-

nity, should be above St. Peter, St. Paul, or Christ
Himself in the Church of God, or in ecclesiastical
regiment? (For Christ behaved himself to the emperor in His days, as the Apostle here commandeth

Christians to do)

;

and

that the Apostolical pre-

eminence of our Saviour's own Priesthood among
the faithful, should not be esteemed so high in truth
and before God, as the regality of Nero, or any
other either faithful or heathen temporal power.
Thirdly can they be so ignorant as not to see the
king to be called the chief or precelling by the
:

<

comparison or respect of the
regard of his dukes, presidents, and other lieutenants under him, as the text
itself plainly giveth? Fourthly: cannot our adversaries discern the causes in which both Christian
Apostle,

not

in

spiritual dignity, but in

priests, religious, and all other men (as St. Chrysostom writeth) do owe obedience to lawful kings,
whether they be heathen or faithful, from those
matters Wherein neither pagan nor Christian prince
may command the priest or people, that is in religion and affairs of the soul?
Fifthly: could they not espy, by the words of

Peter next going before, that the occasion of
obedience to princes, was to teach
the faithful how they should behave themselves
St.

his writing of this

company of the heathen without offence? Who
among other things slandered and charged the
Christians of treason, conspiracies and disobedience

in

our Protestants do Cathobecause they would not leave their Christian

to their prince (even as
lics)
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and exercises at their commandment, nor obey
them before God and their holy pastors, in matters
of faith and conscience. For stopping of all which
false and slanderous tongues, St. Peter required
them to obey their princes in all worldly, temporal
and civil matters; to pay their tribute, keep their
civil laws, live peaceably and lowly amongst them
yea and to pray for them, whether they tolerate
faith

;

the Christian religion or persecute the same.
Lastly: could our libeller and his fellows be in
truth so gross as not to consider, that though the
Apostles and holy bishops of those first times (when

the emperors were yet heathen and strangers to
Christ and His Church), could have no superiority

over them, nor use any discipline towards them, the
other acknowledging no duty or subjection to the
Apostles or spiritual governors of the faithful
people ; yet now when the princes of the world have
submitted themselves and their people to the gospel
of Christ and to His sweet yoke, and are become
members and children of the Church; as the

power oweth in worldly things honour and
obedience to his temporal sovereign; so likewise,
that the secular power must of reason yield honour
and subjection to the spiritual, in affairs of faith,
soul, and religion; either of them having means
in their kind of superiority to force by laws,
penalty and discipline the other to obedience and
due subjection, if either should rebel against the
other? Wherein because the spiritual power conspiritual

;

sisteth in things

"

concern our souls,

"

quae sunt ad Deum and that
and the conducting of them to
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and peace everlasting; and the temporal pertaineth principally to the good and tranquility of
life

comparing them both together,
must needs be confessed, that the spiritual is the

this transitory life
it

higher, nearer,

;

and

liker to the Sovereignty of

God

over His reasonable creatures, than is the terrene
"
Human creature " as the Apostle here
power or
termeth the king and his presidents.
So as every power both spiritual and temporal
being of God (as St. Paul teacheth) and obedience
and subjection due to both in their kind, though
in several subjects, causes, and respects; yet is it
most clear that of the two the ecclesiastical power

and regiment

is

more

In respect whereorder in honouring and

excellent.

of, St. Ignatius giveth this

"

Honour God the Author
respecting our superiors
and Lord of all, and the bishop as the prince of
priests, being the image of God and holding his
:

Him and his priesthood of Christ.
him you must honour also the king. For

princedom of

And

after

be preferred before God nor equal 'to
Him, nor more honourable in the Church than the

none

is

to

bishop, exercising the priesthood of God for the
Neither is any equal to the
salvation of the world.
in
the
or
host
camp, procuring peace and
king

For
benevolence to the other princes under him.
he that honoureth the bishop shall be honoured of
God; and he that dishonoureth him shall of God
be dishonoured. For if any man rising against the
king is worthy of damnation, how can he escape
God's judgments that attempteth anything against
or without the bishop? For priesthood is the chief
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man's good
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which whosoever
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dis-

graceth dishonoureth God, and our Lord Jesus
Christ, the chief Priest of God," etc.
And if any man list farther to see what the old
Christian emperors thought

matter; and

and acknowledged

in

how

they behaved themselves towards God's priests in all causes of religion and
spiritual affairs; and with what honour, privilege,
this

their persons and
holy calling even in temporal causes let him read
in Sozomenus how Constantine the Great behaved
himself towards the bishops in the first Council of
Nice; and St. Augustine's i62nd epistle of the
same emperor's contentment to ask pardon of the
bishops for taking upon him to deal in the cause of

and prerogative they respected

;

properly pertaining to them; and St.
epistle 32 of Valentinian the Elder's law,
that in ecclesiastical causes none should individually deal that were not of the same order.
The like he writeth of the emperor Gratian's beAnd to be
haviour in the Council of Aquileia.
the
let
him
read
brief,
Emperor Justinian's sixth
he
where
constitution,
putteth the true difference
betwixt the priesthood and the empire, and pre"
The greatest
f erreth that before this, saying thus
of
God
men
is
the
gifts
priesthood and the
among
of
which
two
the
former
having the adempire;
ministration of divine things, the other of human,
both proceeding of one beginning, to adorn man's
Caecilian,

Ambrose's

:

life," etc.

And

thus

Church and

it is,

even in those countries where the
state concur in one common-

civil
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and where like as the prelates be in some
respect and causes subject to the temporal prince
so again the prince and state reciprocally in
spiritual matters, are obedient to the Church and
wealth

;

;

either of them deferring due honour to
;
the other; but the spiritual sovereignty ever preferred among the faithful; though for worldly

prelates

power, force, and glory (most necessary to keep
the people in awe and order) kings do likely exceed the other. Which exterior show and splen-

dour of princes, the prelates of their several dominions do most humbly by all service and office
maintain.

But now for the Pope (chief of all bishops and
Christian people) being in respect of his temporal
state, subject to no prince or potentate of the world ;
his spiritual dignity and jurisdiction far
passing all the prelates of particular churches and
provinces; his principality being in neither kind
subject or subaltern to any other: he must needs
be greater and more peerless without all exception

and for

And though his state and authority
be
not
holden
or challenged by God's extemporal
press law immediately of Him, as the spiritual
supremacy is, which he hath and holdeth immediately and directly of Christ yet it is God's great
providence that since the emperors and kings have
been christened, and submitted themselves to the
obedience of Christ and His Church that the chief
Bishop should for the honour of Christ and his high
dignity, be made free from all subjection by the
princes' and emperors' own grants, and be posand

limitation.

;

;
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Which

could never have been brought to pass, nor so many
worlds continued in the revolutions, changes, and
overturnings of so many kingdoms, states, and great
monarchies round about him, had it not been done
by God's special pleasure and ordinance; to the
end that being subject to none, he might with more
liberty, less danger, and greater indifTerency, do
justice to all; and use discipline without fear or

respect of persons, as well towards great as smalL
Which, if he were subject to some secular princes,
as most other bishops are, could hardly be done.
In which case also some of our ignorant heretics
(as among others this libeller) be so insensible that

they stick not to allege the saying of St. Paul;
"
That every soul must be subject to superior
power "; to prove thereby (as it seemeth) that the
Pope should be obedient to our Queen, or to some or
other particular king.
As though every person

should be subject to every power, or to any other
than to him that hath superiority over him; or in
any other matters than wherein he hath superiority

Or as though God had only
ordained secular power, and commanded obedience
thereunto, and not appointed spiritual power and
prelacy with charge of subjection unto the same
also.
With such gross fellows the Church hath to
neither have sense, reason, nor religion;
that
do,
and which allege that for obedience to earthly
powers only, which either in express words, or by
and may command.

necessary sequel, much more
jection to spiritual powers.

commendeth sub-
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As with like blindness the man also allegeth this
"
our Saviour's sentence:
The kings of the Gentiles
have rule over them, but you not so/' to prove that
Popes should arrogate no temporal authority, but
feed only, as he saith Peter did, and many of the
next Popes after him. Which he would never have
cited if he had known that hereby only all tyrannical domination used among the heathen princes is
forbid to all Christian magistrates both spiritual
and temporal; and not any just rule, superiority or
regiment over others, to either kind. Or if he had
considered that feeding containeth not only preaching, but also all kind of just means and holy endeavours for the propagation of the Gospel and
men's salvation, according to the difference of
persons, and places, as excommunication
and other ecclesiastical censures and corrections.
Which things at least pertaining to the spiritual
powers directly, our adversaries should admit and
humbly obey and if they so would do, they should
never need to fear either the Popes, or other men's
times,

;

swords whereof they make so much impertinent
brabble.

Marry they pretend some zeal in the matter affirming that the Popes of Rome, before they had these
great temporal states, and followed Christ and the
;

Apostles in humility, dilated the limits of Christ's
Church and the faith more in one hundred years,
than the later Popes have done with their swords

hundred years. To which we say
seem now not only desirous to have his
temporal power and sword taken from him (as they

and

curses in five

that they
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their former speeches and allehis spiritual weapon and exercise
but
also
gations),
of discipline towards offenders, called here by the
Which, no doubt, they used of
libeller, his curse.

pretended by

old upon such as were subject to the Church and
their regiment, no less than the Popes do now, and
somewhat more though they could not then, before
kings were converted to the faith, use any discipline
or authority over them, much less any human
forces for that they had not then such worldly pre;

;

eminence as was due

and

as afterwards

high calling in Christ,
hath endued them withal;

to their

God

but were for some hundred years persecuted and
put to death by the enemies of Christ's faith and
In which
would have them

glory.

state

it

seemeth the adversaries

being miscontent that they
have either forces to fight against the Turk, or to
pursue heretics that will not obey their spiritual
sentence or rod of excommunication.
As for conversion of peoples or nations to the
faith, whether there were more brought to Christ
still,

in those days, and in the poorer worldly condition
of Popes, than afterwards in the days of their
wealth, is not to the purpose to dispute; but
whether this state of things be more agreeable to
the time present, and for the conservation of princes
and people already converted, or rather the first
poor Apostolical condition, that is to be considered
of wise men.
Though the libeller shall hardly
prove that more nations have been wholly converted
in the time of the Pope's poverty and adversity,
than afterwards in their greatness.
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This is sure; that our own English people, the
most part of Germany, Poland, and other northern
countries, besides the inhabitants of the east and
west Indies and other extreme parts of the world,
have specially been either first converted, or recovered since by the holy travail of these later Popes.
And further we may be bold to say that the Pope
only by the powers temporal and spiritual that God
hath given him, doth more at this day for conversion and gaining of Panims, Turks, Jews, Moors,
heretics, schismatics and other infidels, than all the
Protestants put together in the world besides other
infinite immortal acts of charity which he doth in
many parts of Christendom, which he could never
do, if he had not such temporal abilities, as thereunto, and to the upholding of his high and peerless
;

dignity above all particular prelates and princes,
were requisite.
But of the prerogative of the spiritual power as
well in this high Priest, who is subject to none on
earth, as in other prelates of particular provinces,
who are often subject to other princes, we have

said

enough to repress the pernicious flattery of the
and the like that would exempt every secuperson from all submission and obedience to

libeller

lar

;

Only leaving to all the wise of our
few
lines of St. Ambrose, for a
country
warning and watchword in this cause, and for the
"
end in manner of all our dispute:
Mandatur,"
"
saith he,
Trade basilicam. Respondeo, Nee mihi
their pastors.

these

fas est tradere; nee tibi accipere (Imperator) expedit.

Domum

privati, nullo potes jure

temerare;
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auferendam?

existimas

Allegatur;
omnia, ipsius esse universa. Noli
imperatori
te gravare (Imperator) ut putes te in ea quae divina
Noli te extolsunt, imperiale aliquod ius habere.
lere sed si vis diutius imperare, esto Deo subditus
lice re

:

;

scriptum est, Quae Dei Deo, quae Caesaris Caesari;
ad Imperator em palatia pertinent, ad sacerdotem
ecclesiae: publicorum tibi moeniorum ius com"
The
missum est, non sacrorum." In English.
commandment was this: Give up the Church; I
answer, that it is neither lawful for me to deliver
nor expedient for thee, O Emperor, to receive

Thou
house,

it,

it.

canst by no right violate any private man's
and thinkest thou the house of God may be

taken away?

what he

list,

Emperor be

But they

and

say, the

emperor may do

that all are his.

not so

much abused,

I

answer,

O

as to think that

thou hast any imperial right in divine matters.
Extol not thyself, but if thou list hold thine empire
long, be subject to God for it is written The things
that are God's to. God, and that are Caesar's to
*

;

The palaces pertain to the emperor, the
churches to the priest. The charge of the common
walls of the city are committed to thee, and not
the charge of sacred things."
So he spake to Valentine the emperor. And so
we say to our Princess, and to all such as have
charge under her Highness of our country that this
libeller, and who else soever, by loathsome and
base flattery extolling her regality and secular
sovereignty above priesthood and the Apostolic
authority; thereby exempting her from all obediCaesar.'

;
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ence and subjection to Christ's Church and to those
whom the Holy Ghost hath placed over the same
Church on earth, do shamefully abuse them, to their
and the realm's destruction, except God be merciful above our merits.
We tell them plainly and sincerely, with the said

Doctor and Saint, and thereupon will
pledge our lives in this world and our souls everlastingly, and that without detracting any obedience
due to her temporal sovereignty in spiritual matters,
that her Majesty hath no charge, authority, or power
over the Church or ecclesiastical affairs, no more
than the poorest soul in her realm; nor so much
neither, till she be a member and obedient child
of the Church and See Apostolic. With this only
exception, that for the height of her dignity, and
by her special oath and obligation, she is bound
more to defend and protect the Church than her
glorious

subjects be.

And

finally,

upon

authorities that have

besides

all the

proofs, reasons

and

we avouch

that

gone before,

God

Almighty, every temporal prince
christened hath his pastor also, and specially the
general Governor of the whole Church, for his
superior on earth in all causes of soul and conscience; to whose orders in matter of religion he is
bound to obey under pain of damnation and that
God's just judgments are near the princes and
countries whatsoever that will not obey Him, but
violently resist His ordinance, and by Antichristian
pride, do challenge power not lawful to be yielded
unto them.
;

CHAPTER

IX.

The Conclusion, containing a

charitable motion, and a
joinder with the Libeller touching some means of toleration in religion, and ceasing or mitigating this cruel
persecution.

AND now

though in the deep conceiving of this our
country's
incomparable offence, our hearts be
wholly oppressed with fear and heaviness; yet
either the force of our peculiar affection towards
our flesh and blood, driving us to hope for better
than is deserved ; or the largeness of God's immeasurable mercies yielding, contrary to man's demerits, pardon upon repentance, do cause us often-

and mercy rather than extreme rigour and judgment.
In which cogitation it oometh often to our minds,
that if anything avert God's ire from our Prince
and country, it is the abundance of holy blood shed
times to expect grace

these late years,

Which though by

and ever
justice

it

since the

first

revolt.

might cry rather to God
doth in respect of the

for vengeance (and so it
impenitent and the clamour thereof shall never be

we trust it sueth for mercy,
of
the infinite number of all
respect
never consented to this iniquity. It is
endeavour of a great many zealous
void) yet

specially in
estates, that

the heroical
priests

and

worthy gentlemen that continually offer not only
their prayers, and other devout and religious offices,
but themselves in sacrifice, for the salvation of their
best beloved country.
It is the ardent and in-
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cessant care of His Holiness, seeking our reconcilement with charity unspeakable.
It is the
of
all
minds
in the
Christian
general conjunction

whole world, towards our recovery. No Church,
no company, monastery or college of name in
Christendom that with earnest devotion and public
fasts

and prayers laboureth not

to

God

for

mercy

Finally; even those things and persons that the adversaries account to be the cause

towards
of

us.

all their troubles

and

fears, are

jhope of God's mercy, their

indeed the only

own pardon, and our

country's salvation.

In which case, to deal as freely for a farewell,
as charitably with the libeller as he would seem
to conclude with us
we wish no more for performance of that he proposeth and partly promiseth, but
that he were assured of her Majesty's and the
Council's mind therein or were of such credit with

and

;

;

them, that he could bring that to good effect which
which
in covert words he pretendeth, towards us
"
That he doubteth not but that her Majesty
is:
would shed no more the blood of her natural subjects, nor use any more bodily punishments at all,
;

they would desist from their practices abroad,
their writing of railing books, and from wandering in disguised apparel within the realm; and
would employ their travail in the works of light
and doctrine, according to the usage of their
schools; and content themselves with their proSo the man speaketh,
fession and devotion."

if

from

howsoever he meaneth.

But, alas, if any mercy,
just or tolerable treaty were meant, or ever had
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upon any reasonable conadversaries had never
our
whatsoever,
needed to have fallen to such extreme proceedings
with their own flesh and blood; nor ever had any
such troubles, fears, or dangers been thought upon,
whereof now they have so much apprehension. If
any pitiful ear had ever been given by the superiors
been offered

to Catholics

ditions

to the incessant groans, cries, tears

and

supplica-

tions of their Catholic subjects, desiring but relief
pf their infinitely distressed consciences, tormented

by damnable oaths, articles, and exercises of Calvinism, that were forced upon them if they might
have had either by licence or connivance, in never
so few places of the realm, never so secretly, never
;

so inoffensively, the exercise of that faith and religion which all our forefathers since our country
was converted, lived and died in; and in which

themselves were baptized; and from which by no
law of God nor man they can be compelled to any
sect or rite of religion which they nor their forefathers ever voluntarily accepted or admitted. If
of all trie noble churches, colleges, and other inestimable provisions of the realm, founded and

made

only by Catholics and for Catholics, and for

no Protestants nor any their sacrilegious ministers
at all, some few had been permitted to the true
owners, and to that true worship of God for which
they were instituted: if they might have obtained
any piece of that liberty which Catholics enjoy in

Germany, Switzerland, or other places among Protestants; or half the freedom that the Huguenots
have in France and other countries ; yea, or but so
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much

courtesy as the Christians find among the very
Turks; or very Jews among Christians; upon any

reasonable or unreasonable tribute which hath been
often in most humble and lamentable sort offered

and urged:

be short,

or, to

if

any

respect, care,,

or compassion in the world had been had either
of Catholic men's souls, bodies, or goods ; our adversaries should never have been troubled nor put
in jealousy of so many men's malcontentment at
in doubt of the departure and absence of so great a number of nobility and principal
gentlemen abroad; they should never have had
such colleges and seminaries in other princes' dominions erected and furnished with English youths,
the issue whereof is now, and perhaps will be here-

home, nor stand

after more and more wonderful to the world. They
should not have been controlled in their heresy so

zealously and effectually by the priests created at
of old > or lately ordained and sacred abroad ;

home

there should have been no cause of writing so many
books for defence of our innocence, and the faith

of our forefathers

>

and

for our just complaint to

the Christian world of the intolerable rigour or
cruelty used against us.

In all which books no Protestant in England is
able to reprove the writers of any untruth or slander, railing, immodesty, or misbehaviour towards
our secular Princess or persecutors ; whatsoever the

proof affirmeth here. Wherein I
be so much destitute of truth, as he
is not able to allege one line, or sentence, or any
one example out of our writings to the contrary;
libeller without

avow him

to
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side, neither
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he nor any one else can

clear our adversaries, the enemies of God's Church,
of any one point of fact or doctrine wherewith they

be by us charged.
the said priests which pass into England,
whose covert working, disguising and close
keeping they so much complain, as though that were
enough to prove them traitors, would have appeared openly in their own priestly habit, and have
done their holy functions in the sight of all men, if
in any sort whatsoever they had been permitted.
As also at this present, not only upon her Majesty's
grant and desire (insinuated here by the libeller)
for them to use openly their devotion, doctrine, and

Lastly

:

of

the manner of their
profession according to
schools but upon any sufficient warrant of safety,
;

they are further also than that, most ready and willing to give an account of all their doctrine publicly
in the Universities of England, or before her High-

and Council wheresoever. A thing which by
and supplications, our
books,
petitions,
brethren have often humbly and instantly asked,
and could never yet obtain.
ness

many

The libeller putteth us in hope that if the priests
and seminary men would deal openly, the persecution and blood should cease. And we assure him
that the persecution first ceasing and her Majesty's
pleasure herein understood, which is the natural
order, and not contrariwise, all priests, religious,
and Catholics will appear, and present themselves
and will do all such Christian exercises, duties, and
;
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functions, as now by persecution they are forced to
do in secret, in the face of the whole realm: no

God, being ashamed of his order,
Master: though everyone be
bound otherwise by the law of our religion to save
himself so long as it shall please Christ, from the

man, thanks be

to

faith, profession, or

And it is a great sign of our priests'
persecutor.
Catholics' innocency, and of our adversaries'

and

ignorance and malice, that, seeking to appeach a
Christian man or priest of treason, they have no
more to lay against him than that he showeth not
himself openly, but dealeth secretly; and weareth
another habit than is belonging to his degree.
The holy king and prophet David, in place of
danger, did not only otherwise cover his person
often and fled from his enemies but feigned himself a plain madman before Achis king of Geth
in all his behaviour, to escape peril.
How often do
in
we read
the Evangelists that our Saviour fled,
that He did hide Himself, that He walked not
;

openly, that He went up to Jerusalem on the feast
day not openly, but in covert? Who can be ignorant
that it was no offence for Nicodemus that he came
to Jesus in the night for fear

of the Jews?

Who

knoweth not that the Apostles, as well before as
after the coming of the Holy Ghost, kept themselves often secret in private parlours and chambers, as the first holy bishops of Rome (for 'fear
of their persecutors) kept their meetings, mysteries,

and

councils in caves

and

grots under the ground?

How

can they forget what holy Athanasius did in
the days of his persecution or not be mindful how
;
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holy Barlaam feigned himself in apparel and all
other behaviour a merchant, to gain prince Josophat
to the Christian faith? Or of the notable example
of the holy martyr and bishop Eusebius Samosatenus, who in the time of Constantius the Arian

emperor, seeing many churches occupied by the
heretics and void of true pastors, went like a soldier

through Syria, Phoenicia, and Palestine, making
priests

and deacons, and ministering the Sacra-

ments

to the Catholic people, destitute of their holy
rights then by the Arians, as they be now in Eng-

land by Calvinists?
The case is ruled in

all divinity, that

any re-

ligious, priest, or Christian, to avoid danger of his
person, may in the places of infidels leave the habit
of their profession or usage, and cover themselves

from the enemy by any disguise. And if we knew not
the art and cunning of heresy, we might wonder
to see our Protestants so religious now as to require
of our priests to go priest like, with open and present danger of their lives; when their own clergy
at home make scruple to use distinct attire from
the vulgar, and account it plain superstition to wear
any religious or clerkly apparel at all. But yet
I must confess that they have good reason to wish
every one of our priests would show himself
openly; for so they might soon make an end of
all (as

desire.

they think) and attain the victory that they
But our Master admonishing His disciples

He would send them as sheep amongst wolves,
warneth them, and us in them, that men should not
only be simple as the dove, but wise as the ser-

that
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pent;
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specially

among

wolves,

that

is

heretics,

which are of all creatures most cruel and subtle.
But to return to our purpose, and to the
of mitigation or ceasing this persecution, upon condition we would deal no more
in secret, but openly.
protest before God and
all His saints, that we will, upon any reasonable
libeller's proffer

We

security of our persons, liberty of conscience, permission to exercise Christian Catholic offices, to the
salvation of our own souls and our brethren, do the

same things publicly which we now do secretly, in
peaceable and priestly sort as hitherto we have
accustomed; and that so those things which now
you suspect to be done against the state (for that
they be done in covert) may plainly appear unto
you nothing else indeed but mere matter of conscience and religion as in verity they are.
all

;

such as govern our state under her
Majesty at this day, cannot be induced to revoke
themselves and the whole realm (which were absolutely the best) to the former Catholic state and
condition wherein their ancestors left it, and themselves found it, in respect perhaps of some little
check or dishonour which they may conceive would
ensue by acknowledging their former error though
in sincere truth it must needs prove finally more
dishonourable and dangerous to persevere; yet at
Therefore,

if

;

the least,

let their

wisdoms consider, that their prinwas that in the beginning, or

cipal worldly error

long since, they gave not liberty of conscience to
Catholics (being far the greater and more respective part of the realm) as other of their religion
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and profession have done, to their own great advantage, in Germany and other provinces adjoining.
Which error no doubt might yet in great part or
wholly be redressed, if they would but now at
length have some pity of their people the greater
part whereof languisheth away in body and soul
most lamentably, only upon an obstinate punto and
formality (as is thought) of some few particular
adversaries, who will not seem to yield in any one
iota or circumstance, though never so much com;

modity might ensue thereof.

Which matter of liberty of conscience we move
not perchance for our own benefit so much, as for
our adversaries' weal and worldly security, whereof
they will seem to have both mistrust and solicitude.
And perhaps the wisdom of God will sound other"
Nescitis quid petatis" 1 ;
wise, and say to us,

judging it to be far more to His honour and glory,
and the briefer way to salvation of our whole
nation, and of more souls in particular that we
should pass through this persecution, and win our
own and our brethren's salvation by our blood.
And indeed if the German Catholics had been so
restrained, persecuted, and put to death, as the
English have been these years; and had not
gone by halves with the Protestants as in some
places they have done: they had had perhaps far
more Catholics at this day, and them more zealous
and their whole nation, perchance, reduced ere
;

this;
1

'

which now, for the Protestants, standeth not

You know

not what you ask.'
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much on

so
as

their religion or conscience in heresy,

their

upon

mutual peace, concord, and concur-

rence with Catholics.

Well; what were best for us in this case God
"
Nos humanum dicimus propter inonly knoweth.
firmitatem nostram," i as the Apostle speaketh. But
sure we are, that the first best for our English
nation, as well prince as people, were both in
respect of God and the world, of themselves, and
other men, to restore the state again to the
obedience of God's Church, and to the happy fellowship of all their forefathers, and other faithful
people and princes now living. The next best were
in respect of their own security and perpetuity (if
the first may not take place) to desist from persecuting their Catholic subjects and brethren, and to
grant some liberty for exercise of their consciences,
divine offices, and holy devotions that so they may
pray for her Majesty and counsellors as their
;

patrons, whom
secutors.
If to

now

they pray for only as their per-

none of these conditions they can be

brought, but will have our bodies, goods, life and
then let our Lord God, the just Arbiter of
souls
all things, and Judge of princes as well as poor
men, and the only comforter of the afflicted, discern our cause.
In Whose holy Name, word and
we
confidently tell them, and humbly even
promise,
in Christ's Blood pray them, to consider of it that
by no human force or wisdom they shall ever ex;

;

1

'We

speak a

human

thing because of our infirmity.'
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the Catholic party, overcome the holy
There can no
Church, or prevail against God.
Herod kill Christ in His cradle; nor any Pharaoh
drown our male sex and destroy God's people nor
any Aman extirpate the stock of Jacob. Let them
seek with all desperation to diminish, bridle, spoil,

tinguish

;

impoverish, disgrace and extinguish the whole generation of Catholics at home and in banishment:
let them by artificial libels (as this against which
we have written) and otherwise by most impudent lies and fiction slander us, charge us with
"
treasons and other trespasses,
Mentientes, propter
"
Christum
belying us for Christ's sake let them
:

;

confederate themselves against us with all the Protestants, Turks, sectaries and atheists in the world
yet the Catholics (that is, the seed of God) will
;

increase in number, power, and zeal; the priests
will not leave off to follow their dutiful trade, with

more

devotion, patience, and conthan
ever
stancy
before; remembering the advertisement of their Master, that he shall be saved
that persevereth to the end; as also that worthy
record left in Scripture of Isaiah the great and
spirit, diligence,

"
faithful prophet:
qui spiritu magno vidit ultima'" 1 as the Holy Ghost sayeth of him, for that

courage never failed him in God's service to
The persecutors be now no stronger than
The Church is no weaker than
they were of old.
she had wont to be.
Her Assistant and Defender
is as near her as ever He was.
We are no better
his

the end.

i

'

Who

in his great spirit

saw the

last things.'
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than our forefathers. We less fear death, and less
set by our lives than ever before.
Our counts are
cast and allowed.
It is better to die in this apos"

tolical fight and combat
videre mala gentis
" l
nostrae et sanctorum
assuring ourselves that to
"
be undoubted which St. Leo writeth:
Nullo cru-

Quam

:

genere destrui potest Sacramento Crucis
fun data religio. Non minuitur persecutionibus Ec"
that the religion founded in
clesia, sed augetur
the Sacrament of Christ's Cross, can be destroyed
by no kind of cruelty. The Church is not diminished
And that St.
by persecutions, but increased.
de
saith:
"Nemo
delet
coelo constiAugustine
tutionem Dei; Nemo delet de terra Ecclesiam Dei."
"
From heaven no one blotteth out the appointment
of God none blotteth out the Church of God from
delitatis

;

;

the earth."
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1

'

Than

to see the evils of our nation

and of the

saints.'
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